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Abstract
THE INFLUENCE OF AN APPETITIVE CONDITIONED STIMULUS ON
INTERVAL TIMING BEHAVIOR
By
Joseph D. Jacobs

Advisor: Professor Bruce L. Brown
Pavlovian incentive motivation provides a theoretical framework on the basis of which
experiments can be designed to examine the effects of motivational variables on timing behavior.
The Pavlovian-Instrumental transfer (PIT) paradigm is a prototype for studying Pavlovian
incentive motivation. The current study examined the effect of a Pavlovian appetitive
conditioned stimulus (CS) on timing performance, based on the PIT paradigm. Nine pigeons
were exposed to pairings of a 120-s conditioned stimulus (flashing or steady houselight) and
unconditioned stimulus (food). The pigeons were then trained on the peak procedure (FI 30 s). In
a subsequent testing phase, the effect of the CS on the performance during non-reinforced probe
trials was assessed by embedding probe trials within the CS. The major effect of the CS on
timing performance was to increase the time at which pigeons stopped responding on the
embedded probe trials. One likely mechanism that could account for the finding of this
experiment is that the motivational property of a CS changes the threshold that is applied to the
decision mechanism in an information-processing clock model.
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Introduction
Interval timing refers to accurate performance on tasks that require timing involving
duration ranges from seconds to minutes. Researchers studying animal behavior have examined
the effect of a variety of variables on interval timing (Aum, Brown, & Hemmes, 2004, 2007;
Brown, Richer, & Doyère, 2007; Cabeza de Vaca, Brown, & Hemmes, 1994; Kaiser, Zentall, &
Neiman, 2002; Leak & Gibbon, 1995; Sutton & Roberts, 2002). Stimulus duration, stimulus
property, and brief interruption of the timing signal by a gap or a distracter cue during the timing
signal are among these variables. A class of variables that has received some, but by no means
enough attention is motivational variables (Balci, Ludvig, & Brunner, 2010; Fox & Kyonka,
2014; Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2009; Plowright, Church, Behnke, & Silverman, 2000; Roberts,
1981). The peak procedure is a common procedure that has been used to examine the effect of
motivational variables such as pre-feeding on timing behavior.
The peak procedure is a modified, discrete-trial fixed interval (FI) schedule in which the
reinforcer is omitted in some trials (probe or peak trials) and the timing signal remains on well
past the programmed FI value (Roberts, 1981). The mean response rate across probe trials as a
function of elapsed trial time (peak function) approximates the shape of a Gaussian distribution,
and the time at which the function peaks (peak time) is interpreted as a subject’s estimate of the
expected time of reinforcement. The effect of various experimental manipulations on timing can
be deciphered by observing how the peak function in general, or the peak time obtained from it
in particular, are affected.
In addition to the peak function, the data obtained from the peak procedure can be
examined at the level of individual trials. Church, Meck, and Gibbon (1994) showed that
response rate on an individual trial can be best modeled as a step function with three successive
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states of low, high, and low response rate (see also Schneider, 1969). During each state the
response rate is assumed to be constant. The transition points from a low rate to high rate and
back to low rate have been referred to as start and stop times, respectively. The high state
envelops the FI value on which the response is trained. The midpoint (middle time) and duration
of the high state (spread) are interpreted as measures of subjective estimate of the expected time
of reinforcement and temporal sensitivity, respectively.
To determine if changes in motivation can affect peak time in addition to peak rate,
Roberts (1981, Exp 3) compared the peak time and peak rate obtained from sessions when
pigeons were pre-fed with those of control sessions. A change in peak rate, but not in peak time,
he argued, would confirm motivation as a variable affecting only the response system, and
further establish the independence of peak time and peak rate as indices of timing and response
systems, respectively. Although he found that pre-feeding decreased the peak rate supporting
motivation as a variable involved in the response system, Roberts also found that peak time was
increased during early sessions, in a multiplicative manner – that is, the increase in the peak time
was accompanied by an increase in the variability (width) of the peak function rather than
resulting from a horizontal rightward shift of the function. When peak functions obtained from
the Baseline and Pre-fed conditions were transformed by plotting relative response rate
(proportion of maximum response rate) against relative time (proportion of peak time), they
resulted in better superposition than when they were additively shifted with respect to each other.
A superior superposition of these two functions after a multiplicative transformation
indicates that variability of the peak function (imprecision of timing) varies directly with the
peak time. The implication of such a finding is that pre-feeding slows down the pacemaker rate
of a hypothetical internal clock whose output of accumulated pulses represents the duration of
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physical time. In contrast, a superior superposition after an additive transformation would
indicate that variability of the peak function remains constant as peak time increases. Such a
finding would imply an increase in the latency of the switch of a hypothetical internal clock,
which gates pacemaker pulses to an accumulator to represent the duration of physical time.
Based on a superior superposition of the functions after a multiplicative transformation of the
time axis, Roberts (1981) attributed the change in peak time produced by pre-feeding to a
decrease in the pacemaker rate of the internal clock, as opposed to an increase in the latency of
the switch closure of the internal clock upon the presentation of the timing signal.
Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009, Exp 2) examined the effects of both pre-feeding and
lithium chloride-induced aversion on start and stop times obtained from individual trials. These
researchers trained rats on an FI 60-s schedule with food reinforcers. The rats were then exposed
to the peak procedure during which 180-s probe trials were interspersed with FI trails (peakinterval training). After exposure to the peak procedure, a test was run in which half of the rats
were given free access to food pellets for 45 min before they were placed in experimental
chambers for a single session consisting of probe trials only (i.e., extinction). The other half of
the rats were given free access to food pellets for 45 minutes in separate conditioning cages and
were then given an injection of lithium chloride (LiCl). Following a 48-hour recovery period, the
LiCl group was placed in experimental chambers for a single session consisting of probe trials.
The rats were returned to peak procedure (FI 60-s) for two more sessions. Following that phase,
only the pre-fed group was re-exposed to a similar test procedure after they were trained on an FI
30-s peak procedure in which the FI was 30 s and probe trial duration was 90 s. These
researchers found that when the rats were trained on FI 60 s, pre-feeding and LiCl-induced
aversion groups produced an increase in only start time in reference with baseline peak-interval
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training sessions preceding and following the test session (significant effect of phase). However,
the pre-fed group, after they were re-trained on FI 30 s, produced significantly delayed start,
middle, and stop times relative to the preceding baseline peak-interval training sessions. To
explain this discrepancy, the researchers proposed that the failure to find a consistent rightward
shift in middle and stop times when rats were trained on FI 60 s may have been due to an
insufficient amount of training in the baseline phase. They provided support for this idea by
showing that unlike the start time, the stop time was not stable during training sessions on the
peak procedure (FI 60 s). In contrast, more extensive training on peak procedure when rats were
occasionally reinforced according to FI 30 s ensured stable start, middle, and stop times before
the introduction of a single extinction testing session.
Scalar expectancy theory (SET; Gibbon, 1977) is a dominant model of timing behavior.
A central tenet of this model is that time judgments are made in relative, not absolute, time. A
hallmark of SET is timescale invariance, that is, the observation that measures of timed behavior
obtained from intervals of different duration superimpose when they are plotted on the same
relative scale normalized with respect to the FI value in the peak procedure. The property of
timing behavior that shows timescale invariance is a hallmark of scalar timing.
Gibbon (1977) developed SET to account for the scalar property of timing. An
assumption made in SET is that estimates of time to reinforcement (e.g. estimate of FI time) are
distributed as a Gaussian function whose standard deviation should increase directly with the
mean. According to SET, in a training protocol such as the peak procedure, animals make an
estimate of when reinforcement is due from trial onset – the estimate is a sample from the
distribution of estimates of time to reinforcement. On the basis of the estimated time to
reinforcement, they then form reinforcement expectancy. The total amount of expectancy (H) is
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a motivational parameter that is assumed to be reflective of subjective value of reinforcement,
which varies with incentive (e.g. amount, rate, or quality of reinforcement) or drive operations
(e.g. pre-feeding). Reinforcement expectancy can be stated in terms of H as an expectancy
function (h[t]; h [t] = H/x; where x = estimate of time to reinforcement or estimate of FI time).
Responding in schedules with a time constraint is viewed as a discrimination between the overall
(average) expectancy of reinforcement (h[0] = H/x; x = estimate of time to reinforcement) and
the momentary (instantaneous) expectancy of the reinforcement (h[t] = H/(x – t); where t =
current time). At the outset of an interval (t = 0), expectancy (h (0)) is simply (H/x), but as time
(t) approaches the estimate of time to reinforcement (x), the momentary expectancy (h [t];
expectancy function) increases in a hyperbolic manner (H/(x – t). Simultaneously, a comparison
is made between the momentary expectancy (h [t]) and overall expectancy (h [0]) by taking a
ratio of momentary and overall expectancy (r [t] = h [t]/h [0]; expectancy ratio). Figure 1 shows
the expectancy function (h[t] = H/(x – t)) and expectancy ratio (r[t]) = h[t]/h[0]). Responding is
controlled by the ratio of the momentary expectancy of reinforcement to the overall expectancy
of reinforcement; for example, responding on an FI schedule during a trial starts when the
expectancy ratio exceeds a threshold value (expectancy ratio threshold, b).
As can be seen, the motivational parameter (H) is canceled out in the calculation of the
expectancy ratio. Therefore, one could simply state that responding is controlled by the ratio of
the momentary to overall estimation of time to reinforcement. Because the motivational
parameter is cancelled, it has been argued that the model cannot account for any effect of
motivation on interval timing behavior (see also Gibbon & Balsam, 1981). As a formal model,
SET specifies a decision rule as to how time estimates translate into behavior. The decision rule
in this model is not to be understood as a cognitive mechanism, but rather as a mathematical
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relation that describes a rule that governs this translation. In an elaboration of the model, the
formal properties of SET were incorporated into a structural information-processing theory,
hereafter referred to as scalar timing theory, (Gibbon, 1991; Gibbon & Church, 1984; Gibbon,
Church, & Meck, 1984), which assumes that timing behavior is mediated by independent
processes that occur in parallel. These processes are represented as clock (as sensory apparatus),
memory, and decision making mechanisms or modules (see the flowchart in Figure 2). The clock
mechanism consists of a pacemaker, a switch, and an accumulator. The memory mechanism
consists of both working memory and long term memory components. A decision (comparator)
mechanism is involved in decision making and controls response output.
According to scalar timing theory, timing performance on the peak procedure involves
the following steps: (1) The closure of a switch, controlled by a timing signal, allows the pulses
generated by a pacemaker to be accumulated in an accumulator (n). (2) A sample (n*) from a
distribution of previous times of reinforcement is selected from reference memory; on reinforced
trials, the number of accumulated pulses is transferred to reference memory after being
multiplied by a normally distributed parameter (k*). (3) The decision mechanism receives inputs
from the accumulator (or working memory; i.e. n) and compares elapsed time and remembered
time of reinforcement based on one sample or two independent samples drawn from a
distribution of thresholds. The decision mechanism computes a ratio of the absolute value of the
difference between a sample from reference memory and the current time in working memory to
the sample from reference memory ( |(n* - n)/n*| ). (4) Response rate increases when the ratio
falls below a start decision threshold (b1) and at a later time in a probe trial decreases when it
exceeds a stop decision threshold (b2; see the plot in Figure 2). Proponents of this model have
favored two independent thresholds for start and stop times in their later writing (Church, Meck,
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& Gibbon, 1994; Gibbon & Church, 1990, page 51). The threshold values for start and stop times
are assumed to vary randomly from trial to trial around stable mean values. The scalar property
can be accounted in this model on the basis of two assumptions: (a) estimates of duration read
from reference memory have scalar variability that is induced by the multiplicative translation of
reinforcement times into the reference memory, and (b) the extent of similarity of the current
value in the accumulator and the sample from reference memory is calculated based on their
comparison by a ratio rule (|(n* - n)/n*|; Gibbon, Church, & Meck, 1984).
Although scalar timing theory provided a sound mathematical foundation on the basis of
which some predictions could be made and tested, the specifications of this model in terms of
variables that control the operation of different modules were speculative in its early
development. For example, Church, Meck and Gibbon (1994) speculated that decision thresholds
are controlled by motivational variables. Experimental demonstrations of how decision
thresholds are modulated by motivational variables have been mixed, partly due to the lack of a
consistent operational definition of what constitutes a motivational variable in the timing
literature, and partly due to the fact that multiple information-processing sub/modules besides the
decision threshold could be resorted to in an account of a particular experimental effect. One
hypothesis is that the change in timing behavior is mediated by an arousal mechanism that
modulates the rate of the pacemaker (Roberts, 1981). A different hypothesis is that motivational
variables affect attention to time, changing the nature of the opening and closure of the switch
mechanism (Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2009). Finally, a third hypothesis is that motivational
variables affect timing through the decision module (Balci, Ludvig, Abner, et al., 2010).
Recent research informed by scalar timing theory has aimed to specify what variables
control/modulate various modules postulated in scalar timing theory (Meck, 1983; Wearden &
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Grindrod, 2003). Once a class of variables (e.g., attentional, motivational ) is proposed to
modulate a particular (sub)module in scalar timing theory, given that the respective class of
variables is operationally well defined to allow its precise measurement, experiments in which
the proposed variables are manipulated could provide empirical evidence for the proposed
mechanism. Deciphering the role of motivational variables in timing and determining the
module/submodule through which these variables exert their effect on timing is advanced by the
application of experimental paradigms specific to the study of motivation, such as pre-feeding
and the conditioned incentive paradigm.
An underlying assumption in current theories of motivation is that motivational processes
are a function of both internal factors (variously called need or deprivation state, primary
motivation, organismic condition, physiological state; e.g. hypoglycemia that may result from
food deprivation) and external factors (incentive stimulation; e.g. smell of food, view of food in
distance) (Bindra, 1976). Based on this framework, one could potentially manipulate motivation
through internal or external factors.
Pavlovian incentive motivation has been proposed as one of the processes through which
internal and external factors can jointly control instrumental performance (Toates, 1986).
Presentation of an appetitive conditioned exciter (CS+), which has been established separately
from instrumental training, in a noncontingent manner with respect to an instrumental response,
has been shown to enhance instrumental responding. The effect was originally attributed to the
hypothetical conditioned emotional response (Estes, 1943); more recently, the phenomenon has
been termed Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (PIT; Lovibond, 1983). Dickinson and colleagues
(Dickinson & Balleine, 1994; Dickinson & Dawson, 1987; Dickinson, Smith, & Mirenowicz,
2000) developed a variant of PIT procedure that they referred to as a pure conditioned incentive
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paradigm (Wyvell & Berridge, 2000), in which the effect of an appetitive conditioned exciter on
instrumental responding is tested when both conditioned exciter and instrumental responding are
on extinction. In this paradigm, one could attribute enhancement of instrumental responding to
motivational properties of the CS, as opposed to alternative variables responsible for enhanced
responding. Primary reinforcement function is ruled out because no response contingent food (or
other biologically significant stimulus) is delivered. Secondary or conditioned reinforcement is
ruled out because the CS is not presented contingent on responding. The discriminative stimulus
property of food presentation in evoking responses may also be ruled out as no food is presented
during testing.
Recent research has suggested two different mechanisms for the PIT effect. A Pavlovian
CS can elevate instrumental responding through general arousal (general PIT) or through CS
activating the memory of a specific reward (selective or outcome specific; Corbit & Balleine,
2005; Corbit & Balleine, 2011; Dickinson & Balleine, 2002). Selective PIT refers to cases when
a CS selectively elevates instrumental responding that is maintained by the same reward as that
paired with CS. The selective PIT effect reflects the process of the CS producing the expectancy
of that particular outcome (Trapold & Overmier, 1971). General PIT refers to cases when a CS
elevates instrumental responding that is maintained by either the same or a different outcome as
that paired with CS. In general PIT, the incentive motivation that is conditioned to the Pavlovian
CS elevates instrumental responding indirectly by activating a central motivational state
(Holland & Gallagher, 2003; Rescorla & Solomon, 1967). In experimental preparations in which
a CS can provide outcome-specific information about the outcome, the selective PIT is assumed
to be dominant (e.g. when a pair of CSs and a pair of instrumental responses are reinforced with
a pair of respective reward types), but in preparations in which there is no outcome-specific
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information, the general PIT is assumed to be dominant (e.g. a single CS, and an instrumental
response is reinforced with one type of reward). Corbit and Balleine (2011) provided support for
a dissociation of general and selective PIT effect by showing that lesions or muscimol-induced
inactivation of the core of the nucleus accumbens eliminated general PIT, but spared outcomespecific PIT. On the other hand, lesions or muscimol-induced inactivation of the shell of the
nucleus accumbens eliminated selective PIT, but spared general PIT. Corbit, Janak, and Balleine
(2007) have shown that a general, but not a selective PIT effect is abolished by a shift from a
hungry to a relatively sated state, which is additional support for the dissociation of general and
selective PIT effect. Furthermore, the finding of Corbit et al. (2007) is consistent with the idea
that the incentive motivation that is conditioned to the Pavlovian CS (as in general PIT, as
opposed to selective PIT) is modulated by internal factors such as state of hunger induced by
deprivation (Dickinson & Balleine, 2002).
A motivational variable that has been most commonly studied in timing research is prefeeding (Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2009; Roberts, 1981). Based on Galtress and Kirkpatrick study,
it appears that pre-feeding increases both start and stop times. Pre-feeding can be viewed as an
experimental manipulation in which motivation is manipulated through internal factors. To date,
no study has examined the effects of Pavlovian incentive cues (as manipulation of external
factors), based on the pure conditioned incentive paradigm, on timing performance. The goal of
the current experiment was to examine the effect of a Pavlovian incentive cue on timing
behavior. Although effects of Pavlovian incentive cues on instrumental responding have been
examined (Dickinson & Dawson, 1987; Dickinson, et al., 2000), the assessment of instrumental
responding in these studies have been with respect to response rate and not response timing.
Response timing, namely, the temporal pattern of responding has been shown to constitute an
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aspect of instrumental responding orthogonal to response rate (Catania & Reynolds, 1968;
Roberts, 1981). Therefore, the question may be raised whether the temporal control of behavior
may be modulated by a Pavlovian incentive cue.
The aims of the current experiment were the following: (1) To examine the effect of a
Pavlovian incentive cue, in a pure conditioned incentive paradigm, on timing behavior, as
assessed by the peak procedure; (2) to characterize the nature of this effect on indices of timing
behavior (e.g. is there a change in start time, stop time or both?; can the change be captured by
an additive or multiplicative transformation?); and (3) to delineate the mechanisms that can
account for the effect of a Pavlovian incentive cue on timing behavior in terms of scalar timing
theory (e.g. pacemaker rate, switch, or decision mechanism). Pigeons were exposed to pairings
of 120-s stimulus (CS+) and food US. A second type of stimulus (CSO) was presented a smaller
number of times without a food US. The pigeons were then trained on a peak interval procedure.
In a subsequent testing phase, the impact of the CSs on interval timing was assessed by
embedding 90-s probe trials (timing signal) within each of the two CSs and within an intertrial
interval (ITI). In line with the pure conditioned incentive paradigm, both the CS and the
instrumental response were on extinction. An anticipated result was that pigeons would show an
earlier temporal pattern of responding on those probe trials that were embedded within the CS+
relative to probe trials embedded within the CSO or the ITI. This prediction was based on
previous studies that have shown that decreases in motivation (e.g. pre-feeding) resulted in later
timed responding.
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Method
Subjects
Subjects were ten silver king pigeons (Palmetto Pigeon Plant, Sumter, SC). They were
maintained individually in home cages on a 12:12 h light-dark cycle at 75 – 80 % of ad lib
weight. Water was continuously available in home cages.
Apparatus
Sessions were conducted in five identical sound-attenuating chambers (37 cm H × 31 cm
W × 34 cm D) constructed of aluminum interior walls, and a stainless steel mesh floor
(BRS/LVE, Inc, Laurel, MD, USA, Model SEC-200). The front panel was equipped with a
houselight, three response keys, and a grain hopper. The houselight lamp (Sylvania, No, 1829,
28VDC, 0.07 A), located 1.5 cm from the top and 17 cm from the right side of the panel, was
protected by a metal cover, which directed illumination toward the ceiling. Response key
apertures were centered 8.25 cm apart horizontally and 8 cm from the top of the panel. The
center clear Lucite keys could be rear illuminated with red light from projectors mounted behind
the key. The left and right side keys could be rear illuminated with yellow light from projectors
mounted behind the keys. A grain feeder (BRS/LVE, GFM-001) was mounted behind the hopper
aperture (5.5 cm W × 5 cm H) that was centered 6 cm bellow the center key. A photocell
assembly mounted inside the feeder permitted detection of the subjects’ hopper entries. All input
devices operated on 28 VDC, and all programming was implemented with MED-PC software.
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Procedure
A summary of all training phases that are described below in detail is outlined in Table 1.
Pavlovian training (21 sessions). All pigeons received Pavlovian conditioning sessions.
There were no separate magazine training sessions. Rather, the first few sessions started with the
hopper in a raised position so that pigeons could eat for 20 s before being exposed to Pavlovian
trials. The inclusion of the 20-s access to food in the beginning of each Pavlovian session ended
when pigeons collected at least one of the food unconditioned stimulus (US) presentations during
any of the subsequent Pavlovian trials. The two side keys were illuminated yellow throughout
every session. Each session consisted of six reinforced conditioned stimulus (CS+) presentations
and one nonreinforced CS+ probe presentation. Five of the pigeons received steady illumination
of white houselight lasting for 120 s as CS+. The remaining five pigeons received white
houselight that flashed for 120 s (0.1 s houselight on and 0.9 s houselight off) as CS+. The US
was delivered on a random time (RT) 30-s schedule in which the US was presented with
probability of 0.13 at the beginning of each 4-s bin throughout the CS, yielding on average four
US presentations during each CS. The US was a fixed 4-s magazine presentation. The feeder
light was illuminated during each 4-s magazine presentation. The purpose of the random
presentation of the US throughout the CS+ was to prevent conditioned responding to be confined
to a limited portion of the CS, which is known to peak around the time of US presentation when
the time between CS and US onsets are held constant (Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000). Because the
US could be presented at different times throughout the 120-s CS presentation, making it
difficult to distinguish between conditioned and unconditioned hopper tending, a single
nonreinforced probe CS trial was included as an attempt to measure the acquisition of
conditioned hopper tending (goal tracking) to CS. The intertrial interval was randomly drawn
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from a set of 31 equally spaced uniformly distributed values (mean: 5 min, range: 2.5 – 7.5 min).
No other stimuli besides the two side keys that were illuminated yellow throughout the session
were present during the intertrial interval.
The final session was similar to the preceding sessions with the exception that there were
two presentations of a new trial type in addition to CS+ presentation. The pigeons that had steady
illumination of white houselight CS+ in previous sessions were exposed to two additional
presentations of flashing white houselight as CSO. Those pigeons that had flashing white
houselight CS+ were exposed to two additional presentations of steady illumination of white
houselight as CSO. The CSO was intended as a control condition with respect to CS+ under
which the timing performance would be assayed in a subsequent testing phase. The CSO was
presented for the first time on the last session of Pavlovian training phase to minimize both the
unconditioned suppression of responding often seen to novel stimuli, and the conditioned
suppression of responding as a result of conditioned inhibition.
Keypeck training (5-9 sessions). Pigeons received autoshaping trials to train them to
peck the center keylight when it was illuminated red. On this schedule, a reinforcer was
delivered after the 10-s illumination of the keylight. In addition, every keypeck on the lit keylight
darkened the keylight and resulted in an immediate reinforcer. The reinforcer was a 2.75-s access
to hopper timed from the interruption of a photobeam that detected a head entry. An autoshaping
session consisted of 30 trials with an average intertrial interval of 110 s that was drawn from a
set 5 equally spaced uniformly distributed values (range: 90 – 130 s). Each ITI was timed from
the end of each food presentation to the next 10-s keylight. The two side keys were illuminated
yellow throughout every session.
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When all the available reinforcers were earned in a session, the procedure was modified
to a random interval (RI) t/p schedule in which the first response in each of four successive t-s
intervals of a 20-s trial period (red light behind the center key) could earn a reinforcer with
probability p. The time bin, t, was always 5 s, and p was decreased from 1 to .25 across sessions
in three steps, lengthening the nominal interreinforcer interval from 5 to 20 s. The probability, p,
was 1 for the first session and changed to .5 and .25 for the second and the third sessions,
respectively. Trials were separated by ITIs that were randomly selected from a set of three
equally spaced, uniformly distributed values (12 ± 6 s).
Fixed-interval training (12 sessions). Each pigeon received 30 fixed-interval (FI) trials
in each session. When the center keylight was lit red, key-pecking was reinforced on an FI 30-s
schedule. There was a limited hold of 10 s. The reinforcer was 2.75-s access to food timed from
the point when the bird breaks the photobeam with its head upon entering the food hopper. Trials
were separated by ITIs that were randomly selected from a set of three equally spaced, uniformly
distributed values (45 ± 15 s). The two side keys were illuminated yellow throughout every
session.
Peak-interval training (112 Sessions). Pigeons were exposed to the peak-interval (PI)
procedure. This procedure was similar to the FI schedule in the previous phase, except that there
were probe trials during which the red keylight remained illuminated for a minimum of 101 s
(plus a random time selected from a set of equally spaced uniformly distributed values in the
range of 1 to 13 s, inclusively), and the reinforcer was omitted. There were 31 FI trials and 10
nonreinforced probe trials in each session. The first trial was always an FI trial, and the
remaining trials were randomly selected from blocks of three FI trials and one probe trial. The
ITI was selected from 3 equally spaced uniformly distributed values; it was 45 ± 15 s for the first
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34 sessions and 33 ± 10 s for the remaining sessions. Starting from session 16, the limited hold
for FI trials was changed from 10 s to 60 s. The two side keys were illuminated yellow
throughout every session.
Pavlovian instrumental transfer (PIT). There were two test sessions during which the
probe trials (timing signals) were presented in the context of the Pavlovian cues. The probe trials
were similar to those in the PI training phase except that each trial lasted for a fixed duration of
90 s. The two side keys were illuminated yellow throughout both sessions. After the first ITI
period, one of the following two sequences of stimulus conditions was presented: CS+, ITI, CSO
or CSO, ITI, CS+. The sequences were presented as triplets in six random blocks of two triplets
each. Therefore, each session consisted of 12 successive triplets for a total of 36 probe trials. The
duration of each of the three stimulus conditions (ITI, CS+, and CSO) was 120 s. In addition, an
ITI of 120 s separated each triplet.
A probe trial was presented once in each of the three stimulus conditions within each
triplet. No probe trial was presented during the ITI that separated triplets. The probe trials were
presented either 3 s (early location) or 27 s (late location) after the onset of each stimulus
condition. There were equal numbers of early and late trial-locations for each stimulus condition,
presented in random blocks of two trials. In addition, half of both the early and late trials in the
ITI were preceded by the CS+ stimulus condition, and the other half were preceded by the CSO
stimulus condition. Figure 3 shows a diagram of one possible order of two successive triplets. In
sum, there were six trials for each combination of trial location (Early and Late) and stimulus
condition (CS+, ITI, and CSO) in each of the two test sessions. No food was presented during
the entire test session, thus testing was conducted in extinction for both Pavlovian and probe
(peak) trials (Dickinson & Balleine, 1994; Dickinson & Dawson, 1987; Dickinson, et al., 2000).
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Data Analyses
The performance of individual pigeons on probe trials during the PIT test was analyzed in
three different ways. First, mean response rate functions were constructed for individual pigeons
showing the average number of responses per minute across probe trials as a function of time
into the trial (in 1-s bins): The frequency of responses at each 1-s bin was divided by the number
of trials in a particular condition. These rates were then multiplied by 60 to give a metric of
response per minute. The rate values at each 1-s bins were then subjected to a mixed factorial
analysis of variance (ANOVA) treating the bin, as a within-subject factor, along with other
factors that constituted any experimental manipulations. The aim of these analyses was to
determine if there were different temporal patterns of responding between different experimental
conditions. An interaction of bin and some experimental factor in the absence of the main effect
of that factor would suggest that temporal pattern of responding is influenced by that particular
factor. Mauchly’s test to verify the assumption of sphericity for the data in these ANOVAs could
not be applied owing to insufficient error degrees of freedom. An insufficient error degree of
freedom occurs when the number of levels of an independent variable (i.e. number of conditions)
exceeds the number of subjects in an experiment. Box (1954a, 1954b) has shown that if the
sphericity assumption is not met in repeated-measures ANOVA, there is an inflated type I error
rate exceeding that of the nominal alpha level. For this reason, although the violation of
sphericity assumption could not be tested in the data, Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre corrected p values
were used to judge the significance of main effect of bin or of interaction of bin with other
factors in these ANOVAs.
For the second measure of performance on probe trials, mean response rate functions
were constructed in 1-s time bins from the onset of the timing signal to 90 s. The location at
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which response rate peaked (peak time) was determined by smoothing mean response rate
functions based on a running average with a span of 7 s bins, a procedure similar to that
employed by Balci et al. (2009). The mode of the smoothed function in the bin between 7 and 60
was taken as the peak time. When there was more than a single mode, the mean of those modes
was taken as the peak time.
A third measure of performance on probe trials was obtained at the level of individual
trials. After some training, response rate on individual probe trials has been shown to fit a threestate step function, characterized by a constant low rate of responding, giving way to a constant
high rate of responding as the target time approaches, and followed by a second constant low rate
of responding toward the end of the trial (Church, Meck, & Gibbon, 1994). The number of
keypeck responses per minute was recorded in 1-s time bins for each 90-s individual probe trial.
Three horizontal lines with different y-intercepts, each representing a constant rate of
responding, were then iteratively fit on response rate of each trial to find two transition points
that produced the best fit (least squares criterion) between the lines and the response rate, as
indexed by eta-squared, the proportion of variance accounted for by the 3-state fit. The minimum
durations for the first, second, and the third horizontal lines were 6, 3, and 6 s, respectively (Aum
et al., 2004). The minimum durations were set to lessen the influence of local extreme response
rates that may be due to brief, nontemporally controlled high rate responding. The transition
points on those probe trials that showed a low, high, low pattern of responding were noted as
start time (from low rate to high rate) and stop time (from high rate to low rate). The response
rate during the high state was also recorded. There were no other limitations for finding the
transition points. Two other measures were derived from start and stop times: Middle time (sum
of start and stop times divided by 2) and spread (Stop time minus Start time). The mean on each
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of these measures (start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and high state rate) were found for
each pigeon as dependent measures for statistical analysis. In addition, the coefficient of
variation (CV) of start and stop times were found for each pigeon under some conditions for
further statistical analysis. The CV was calculated for each pigeon by dividing the unbiased
sample standard deviation of start times (and stop times) by the mean of those start times (and
stop times).
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Results
The analyses of the data are presented for the three main phases of the experiment in the
following order: Pavlovian training, PI training, and PIT test phase when probe trials were
embedded in ITI, CS+, and CSO stimulus conditions. The data for the PIT test phase on the
probe trials that were embedded in the ITI were treated separately from those embedded in the
CS+ and CSO for reasons given under the PIT Test subsection of the Results.
Pavlovian Conditioning Acquisition
Eight of the pigeons collected at least one of the food US presentations following the 20-s
access to food during the first session. It took four sessions for the 9th bird to collect at least one
of the food US presentations. The 10th pigeon stopped making head entries when the food was
presented, possibly because of its deformed beak that made it impossible to collect the food in
the allotted time. This bird was dropped from the experiment. The number of hopper entries
during each of the 120-s CS probe trials and the 120-s ITIs that preceded them were recorded.
The group as a whole showed no systematic pattern of hopper entry during the ITI vs. CS period,
and these data are not presented. As another measure of acquisition of CS-US association, the
latency of each head entry into the hopper upon food presentation was taken. The first forty five
head-entry latencies were averaged in three consecutive blocks of fifteen trials. Figure 4 shows
the head-entry mean latency for each of the three blocks, separately for each CS stimulus type.
To assess the acquisition of the CS-US association and assess equivalence of acquisition across
CS stimulus type, the data were subjected to a mixed factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with a repeated-measures factor of trial block (three trial blocks), and with an independentmeasures factor of CS stimulus type (Flashing houselight vs. Steady houselight). There was a
significant main effect of trial block, F (2, 12) = 7.02, MSE = 0.03, p = .010. The main effect of
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stimulus type, F (1, 6) = 0.11, p = .756, and stimulus type × trial block interaction, F (2, 12) =
1.52, p = .259, were not significant. The significant main effect of trial block without a
significant main effect of CS stimulus type and a significant interaction provides some support
that the two groups of pigeons learned the CS-US association equally well.
Peak-Interval Training
Figure 5 shows mean number of key peck responses per minute on probe trials as a
function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time bins (peak function) over the last two PI training
sessions for each individual pigeon. The data obtained for pigeon 3 did not show temporal
gradient sharp enough from which to obtain valid measures of timing performance. This
determination was based both on visual inspections of the peak functions and on an index of
temporal sensitivity analogous to coefficient of variation. Pigeon 3 showed a sudden rather than
a steady increase in response rate when the timing signal was presented. In order to assess
temporal control exhibited by each bird, a temporal sensitivity index was computed: The peak
time for each pigeon was found as described in the Data Analyses section. In addition, the time
points at which the smoothed data first exceeded 70 % of the maximum response rate and then
dropped below the 70 % of the maximum rate were noted. The difference between the two time
points was taken and then divided by the peak time to obtain a measure of precision or sensitivity
of timing. A large index is indicative of poor timing performance. The group mean temporal
sensitivity was 1.14 (SD = 0.57; Minimum = 0.53; Maximum = 2.43). Pigeon 3 produced the
poorest timing performance as evidenced by the temporal sensitivity of 2.43. The data obtained
from this pigeon were not analyzed in later phases of the experiment in which critical data were
collected. After eliminating this pigeon, there were four pigeons left in each of the two groups:
one group had a flashing houselight as CS+ and the second group had a steady houselight as
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CS+. The mean peak time (± SEM) for the CS+ group and CSO group were 23.8 ± 5.6 and 24.0
± 2.9, respectively. The difference in peak times between the two groups was not significant, t
(6) = 0.04, SE = 6.33, p = .970. The mean peak time based on all the eight pigeons (M = 23.9)
was not significantly different from the FI value of 30, t (7) = 2.09, SE = 2.93, p = .075.
PIT Test
The analyses of the data that were obtained from the two PIT sessions when the probe
trials were embedded in the context of Pavlovian trials are presented separately for probe trials
that were embedded in the ITI and for those embedded in the CS (CS+ and CSO). The data for
ITI condition were analyzed first. If the analysis of timing performance in the ITI were to
determine that the temporal location of a timing signal within the ITI (3 s vs. 27 into ITI) or the
valence of a preceding CS influenced timing performance on probe trials within the ITI (post-CS
trials), then those trials would not be an appropriate baseline condition for examining the effect
of a CS on timing performance on probe trials in the presence of the CS. That is, if it were the
case that CS aftereffects influenced how the pigeons performed on probe trials embedded within
ITI , then comparison of measures taken on probe trials embedded within ITI and those
embedded within CS would not allow one to parse the CS effect from its aftereffect. The
analyses of the data for probe trials embedded in the ITI are presented next.
Timing performance on probe trials following CS. Data were first analyzed for
timing signals that were presented during the intertrial interval following the presentation of CS+
or CSO. The purpose of assessing performance of pigeons when the timing signal was presented
after the termination of the CS was to examine the effect of varying the temporal placement of
the timing signal within the ITI (3 s vs. 27 s into ITI ) and the effect of valence of the CS
preceding the timing signal on temporal pattern of responding. The dependent measures in these
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analyses were (a) mean response rate in 1-s time bins (mean response rate function); (b) peak
time; and (c) individual trials parameters including start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and
high state rate.
Mean response rate function. Peak functions were constructed by pooling the data
across the two PIT test sessions for those trials that were embedded within the ITI for each of the
four combinations of conditions in a 2 × 2 matrix corresponding to the temporal location of the
timing signal in the ITI (3 s vs. 27 s after the termination of CS) and the valence of the CS that
preceded the timing signal (CS+ vs. CSO). The four combinations were (a) 3 s after the CS+
termination (Early post-CS+), (b) 27 s after the CS+ termination (Late post-CS+), (c) 3 s after
the CSO termination (Early post-CSO), and (d) 27 s after the CSO termination (Late post-CSO).
In order to determine if the temporal location of a timing signal (3 s vs. 27 s) within an
ITI or the valence of a preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO) influenced temporal pattern of responding
on probe trials within ITI, the key peck response rates in 1-s time bins from individual pigeons’
peak functions were subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with repeated-measures factors of
temporal location (3s vs. 27 s), CS valence (CS+ or CSO), and bin (ninety 1-s bins), and with an
independent-measures factor of CS+ type (flashing houselight vs. steady houselight). Table 2
shows the results of this ANOVA. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of bin, as well
as significant bin × temporal location, and bin × temporal location × CS+ type interactions. No
other significant effects were found. The significant main effect of bin suggests general temporal
control. The significant bin × temporal location interaction in the absence of a significant main
effect of temporal location is supportive of the idea that the temporal location of timing signal in
the ITI influenced response timing on those trials. However, the three-way interaction indicates
that the effect of temporal location of timing signal in the ITI on response timing was not
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consistent between the flashing houselight CS+ and the steady houselight CS+ groups of
pigeons. Because there was no significant main effect of CS valence or a significant interaction
involving CS valence, the response rates were averaged over the two CS valence conditions for
individual pigeons for further analyses. As an aid to understanding the three-way interaction,
Figure 6 shows the group mean response rate function that was averaged over the two conditions
of CS valence for the flashing houselight CS+ group (left panel) and the steady houselight CS+
group (right panel). Separate functions for the early (3 s) and late (27 s) conditions of temporal
location are presented within each panel. The Flashing houselight CS+ group produced
responding that tended to be later under Condition Early vs. Condition Late. The tendency to
respond later under the early condition compared to the late condition is not apparent for the
steady houselight CS+ group. To provide further statistical corroboration for this interpretation,
the data for each of the two groups were separately subjected to an ANOVA with repeatedmeasures factors of bin and temporal location. Tables 3 and 4 present the results of these
ANOVAs for the flashing houselight CS+ group and the steady houselight CS+ group,
respectively. There was a significant bin × temporal location interaction in the absence of a
significant main effect of temporal location for the flashing houselight CS+ group, but not for the
steady houselight CS+ group, suggesting that the flashing houselight CS+ group, but not the
steady houselight CS+ group, produced responding that tended to be later under the early
condition than under the late condition of temporal location.
Peak time. To decipher the direction and magnitude of the shift in peak functions when
the timing signal was presented in varying temporal locations within the ITI, the peak time was
found for each pigeon under each of the four combinations of conditions based on the temporal
location of the timing signal in the ITI (3 s vs. 27 s after the termination of CS) and the valence
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of the CS that preceded the timing signal (CS+ vs. CSO). As was the case in the analysis of
response rate, the four combinations were (a) Early post-CS+, (b) Late post-CS+, (c) Early postCSO, and (d) Late post-CSO.
Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the peak functions for individual pigeons for Early postCS+, Late post-CS+, Early post-CSO, and Late post-CSO, respectively. The first and second
rows in these figures show, respectively, the peak functions for the four pigeons in the flashing
houselight CS+ group, and for the other four pigeons in the steady houselight CS+ group. The
vertical reference lines on these plots show the peak times that were found. In general, the peak
times that were found are in good agreement with the visual identification of the peak of the
functions. Table 5 shows the group mean peak times (±SEM) for each of the four combinations
of CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and temporal location within ITI (Early vs. Late), separately for
the two CS+ groups (Flashing houselight CS+ vs. Steady houselight CS+). Peak time was
subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with repeated-measures factors of CS valence and
temporal location, as well as with an independent-measures factor of CS+ type (flashing or
steady). Table 6 presents the results of this ANOVA. The main effect of temporal location was
significant, indicating that the pigeons produced a later peak time when the CS (CS+ or CSO)
preceded the timing signal by 3 s (M = 28.28) than by 27 s (M = 20.59).
Individual trial analysis. More molecular analysis of timing performance was conducted
by examining the effects of temporal location of timing signal within the ITI and the valence of
preceding CS on measures from individual trials. Table 7 shows the mean number of individual
trials on which there was at least one response and on which the temporal distribution of
responding showed a low-high-low pattern of responding (“good” trials) in the two PIT test
sessions. Data are shown for each of the four combinations of CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and
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temporal location (Early vs. Late into ITI) separately for the flashing and steady houselight CS+
groups. To ensure that the number of good trials was not systematically different in each
condition of CS valence and each condition of temporal location of timing signal, the number of
good trials was subjected to an ANOVA with repeated-measures factors of CS valence and
temporal location of the timing signal. No significant main effects or interactions were found (all
ps > .05). Raster plots showing the temporal location of responses on individual good trials for
each pigeon are presented in Appendix A, with start and stop times indicated for each trial. As
there was no systematic difference in the number of good trials in the forgoing analysis, mean
values were examined on the following dependent measures of individual trials for each pigeon:
start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and response rate during the high state. Tables 8 and 9
show group means and group standard errors of each dependent measure for each CS valence
(CS+ vs. CSO) and each temporal location (Early vs. Late into the ITI) for the flashing
houselight CS+ group (Table 8) and the steady houselight CS+ group (Table 9), respectively.
Middle times tended to be greater than peak times obtained from mean response rate functions.
This discrepancy may be due to the fact that peak times are obtained from mean response rate
functions based on all probe trials, but middle times are calculated from only a percentage of
probe trials in which pigeons show low-high-low pattern of responding. There were only six
trials in each of the four combinations of CS valence and temporal location in the two test
sessions, and the pigeons showed a low-high-low pattern of responding on average only on four
of those trials. Given the inherent trial by trial variability of individual trial measures for each
subject and the limited number of good trials, the obtained mean values for indices of individual
trials including middle time may be biased. Nevertheless, each dependent measure was subjected
to a mixed factorial ANOVA with CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and temporal location (3 s vs. 27
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s) as repeated-measures factors and CS+ type (flashing vs. steady) as an independent-measures
factor. Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 show the results of the ANOVAs for start time, stop time,
middle time, spread, and high state rate, respectively. No significant main effects of any of these
factors or significant interactions in the ANOVAs were found on any of the dependent variables.
As a final analysis, start and stop times were first pooled over CS valence, and the
coefficient of variation (CV) of start and stop times were found for probe trials embedded within
ITI separately for the early and late conditions. The group mean start time CVs for the early and
late conditions were 0.616 and 0.743, respectively. The difference (M = 0.127) between the two
conditions on start time CV was not significant, t (7) = 1.59, SE = 0.080, p = .156. The group
mean stop time CVs for the early and late conditions were 0.385 and 0.429, respectively. The
difference (M = 0.044) between the two conditions on stop time CV was not significant, t (7) =
0.85, SE = 0.053, p = .426.
There was mixed evidence in the previous analyses as to whether the temporal proximity
of a timing signal to a prior CS influences timing performance. The analysis of peak time
showed that when the timing signal followed the termination of the CS by 3 s pigeons produced
a greater peak time than when timing signal followed CS termination by 27 s. The analysis of
peak response functions supported the same trend, but only for the flashing houselight CS+
group. Finally, the effect of temporal proximity was not confirmed based on timing measures
obtained from individual trial analysis. In light of this mixed evidence, timing performance
during the ITI may not be a proper baseline against which timing performance during the CS can
be compared. Therefore, in order to assess the role of the CS on timing performance when the
timing signal is embedded within the CS, performance was compared between the CS+ valence
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and CSO valence, with CSO valence serving as a control condition; these data are analyzed in
the next section.
Timing performance on probe trials during the CS. The same dependent measures
employed in the foregoing analysis were used to evaluate timing behavior in the presence of the
CS: (a) mean response rate in 1-s time bins (mean response rate function); (b) peak time; and (c)
individual trial parameters including start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and high state
rate.
Mean response rate function. To examine how the presence of the CS during the timing
signal influenced the pigeons’ timing performance, mean response rate functions were
constructed for the two PIT test sessions for those probe trials that were embedded in the CS for
each combination of conditions based on CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and temporal location of
timing signal within CS (3 s after CS onset vs. 27 s after CS onset). The four combinations are
(a) 3 s after the CS+ onset (Early CS+), (b) 27 s after the CS+ onset (Late CS+), (c) 3 s after the
CSO onset (Early CSO), and (d) 27 s after the CSO onset (Late CSO).
The response rates in 1-s time bins from the peak functions that were obtained from
probe trials embedded within CS were subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with CS valence
(CS+ or CSO), temporal location (3 s or 27 s), and bin (ninety 1-s bins) as repeated-measures
factors, and CS+ type (flashing or steady) as an independent-measures factor. Table 15 presents
the results of the ANOVA. There was a significant main effect of bin, as well as significant bin ×
temporal location, bin × CS valence, CS valence × CS+ type, and bin × CS valence × CS+ type
interactions. The group mean response rate functions were averaged over CS valence and across
CS+ type to show the bin × temporal location interaction in Figure 11.A significant bin ×
temporal location interaction in the absence of a significant main effect of temporal location is
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suggestive that the temporal location of a timing signal within a CS may influence response
timing. However, the effect of the temporal location on peak time and upon indexes of individual
trials analyses, presented in detail later in the Results section did not confirm the effect of
temporal location.
The significant bin × CS valence interaction in the absence of a significant main effect of
CS valence suggests that CS valence influenced response timing. However, the bin × CS valence
× CS+ type three-way interaction indicates that the effect of CS valence on response timing was
not consistent between flashing houselight CS+ and steady houselight CS+ groups. The threeway interaction can be seen in Figure 12. This figure presents group mean response rate
functions that were averaged over the two conditions of temporal location, separately for the
flashing and steady houselight CS+ groups. For the flashing CS+ group (left panel), the temporal
pattern of responding is different between CS+ and CSO conditions in that unlike the CS+
valence, there is little evidence of temporal control under the CSO valence. For the steady CS+
group (right panel), however, CSO valence shows evidence of temporal control, but there is little
evidence of temporal control for CS+ valence. The three-way interaction indicated that CS+ type
modulated the effect of CS valence on temporal pattern of responding, with no involvement of
temporal location; therefore, the data were first averaged over the two temporal locations and
then analyzed separately for the flashing houselight CS+ group and the steady houselight CS+
group. Tables 16 and 17 present the results of the ANOVAs for the flashing houselight CS+
group and the steady houselight CS+ group, respectively. The ANOVA for the flashing
houselight CS+ group (Table 16) revealed a significant main effect of CS valence. No other
significant effect was found. The main effect of CS valence in this analysis is due to the pigeons’
higher rates of responding under CS+ than CSO. The ANOVA for the steady houselight CS+
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group (Table 17) revealed significant main effects of bin and CS valence, as well as a significant
bin × CS valence interaction . The main effect of CS valence in this analysis is due to the
pigeons’ higher rates of responding under CSO. Because there was a significant main effect of
CS valence, the significant bin × CS valence cannot be taken as evidence that CS valence
influenced response timing for the steady houselight CS+ group. The results from the last two
ANOVAs did not provide additional support as to the effect of CS valence on response timing
because neither ANOVA revealed a significant bin × CS valence interaction in the absence of the
main effect of CS valence.
Peak time. Peak times were obtained for each bird in an attempt to determine the
direction and magnitude by which CS valence and temporal location of the timing signal within
the CS influenced response timing. Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 show each bird’s peak functions.
These plots also show the peak time obtained from each function with a vertical reference line.
When CS+ or CSO was a steady houselight, the response rate was low throughout the 90-s
timing signal. The peak functions obtained under steady houselight for some pigeons do not
resemble a Gaussian function as would be expected when there is temporal control of behavior.
The shallow gradient obtained under the steady houselight may render invalid any derived
measure of timing performance such as peak times or the start and stop times of individual trials.
Nevertheless, the analyses of peak times and individual trials were conducted and may be found
in Appendix B. In summary, the analysis of peak time, presented in detail in Appendix B,
showed that the pigeons produced a significantly greater peak time under the influence of CS+
than under that of CSO.
Individual trial analysis. The start and stop times from individual trials could not be
analyzed because the percentage of good trials varied systematically in different experimental
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conditions. As the experimental manipulation resulted in a systematic difference in the number
of trials from which dependent measures could be obtained, any conclusions based on the
analysis of those data may be flawed. Appendix B provides additional details on the analysis of
these data.
Timing performance during the CS under steady houselight. The previous analyses
(Tables 15, 16, and 17) and peak functions in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 suggested that the
pigeons did not show temporal control on probe trials that were embedded within the steady
houselight regardless of whether it was used as CS+ or CSO. To determine more objectively the
absence of temporal control under the steady houselight, peak functions from only those trials
embedded within the steady houselight were examined. The response rates in 1-s time bins from
the peak functions within the steady houselight were subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with
repeated-measures factors of temporal location of timing signal (3 s or 27 s) and bin (ninety 1-s
bins), as well as with an independent-measures factor of valence of the steady houselight (Steady
houselight CS+ or Steady houselight CSO). Table 18 presents the result of this ANOVA. The
absence of a significant main effect of bin indicates that pecking behavior was not under
temporal stimulus control on probe trials that were embedded within the steady houselight.
Timing performance during the CS under flashing houselight. The results of the
statistical analyses in the previous section showed that there was no temporal control of behavior
on probe trials presented during the steady houselight (Table 18). Therefore, no valid measures
of timing performance can be obtained from probe trials embedded within the steady houselight.
In the current section, data analyses were restricted to peak functions obtained only under the
flashing houselight for each pigeon, and CS valence was treated as a between-subjects factor (i.e.
flashing houselight CS+ group vs. flashing houselight CSO group). Three sets of analyses of
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these data are an analysis of mean response rate function, analysis of peak time, and individual
trials analysis, as described below.
Mean response rate function. The data in Figure 12, which are averaged over temporal
locations, are replotted in Figure 17 showing performance on probe trials embedded within
flashing houselight for the flashing houselight CS+ and the flashing houselight CSO groups. To
examine the effects of CS valence and temporal location of the timing signal within the CS on
the temporal pattern of responding, the response rates in 1-s bins from the peak functions
obtained from individual pigeons were subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with valence of
the flashing houselight (flashing houselight CS+ or flashing houselight CSO) as an independentmeasures factor, and with temporal location (3 s or 27 s) and bin (ninety 1-s bins) as repeatedmeasures factors. Table 19 presents the results of this ANOVA. There was a significant main
effect of bin and a significant bin × CS valence interaction. No other main effects or interactions
were significant. The significant main effect of bin indicates temporal control of pecking
behavior. The significant bin × CS valence interaction can be observed in Figure 17, which
shows that the temporal pattern of responses produced by the flashing CS+ valence group tended
to be later than that produced by the flashing CSO valence group. The significant bin × CS
valence interaction in the absence of a significant main effect of CS valence supports the
inference that the temporal distribution of responding for the flashing CS+ group tended to be
later than that for the flashing CSO group.
Peak time. To determine the direction and magnitude by which CS valence and temporal
location of the timing signal within the CS affected response timing, peak functions were
examined to find the peak times for each pigeon for probe trials embedded within the flashing
houselight separately for each of the two temporal locations. The flashing houselight was used as
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CS+ for four birds and as CSO for the other four birds. The top rows of Figures 13 and 14, and
the bottom rows of Figures 15 and 16 show the peak functions obtained under flashing
houselight CS+ and flashing houselight CSO, respectively. The vertical reference lines on these
plots show the peak times. Table 20 presents the group mean peak times (±SEM) for each of the
four combinations of conditions based on the valence of the flashing houselight (CS+ group vs.
CSO group) and temporal location of the timing signal within the CS (Early vs. Late). An
examination of that table reveals that within each level of temporal location, the peak time was
greater for the CS+ group than that for CSO group. Peak time was subjected to a mixed factorial
ANOVA with valence as an independent-measures factor and temporal location as a repeatedmeasures factor. Table 21 presents the results of this ANOVA. The analysis revealed a
significant main effect of valence on peak time. The group of pigeons that were timing under the
influence of a flashing houselight CS+ produced greater peak times than those produced by the
pigeons under the influence of a flashing houselight CSO. No other significant effects were
found.
The peak times were averaged over the two temporal locations for each subject. The
group mean peak time for the CS+ group (M = 34.9) was not significantly different from its
baseline peak time (M = 23.8) obtained from the last two sessions of PI training phase, t (3) =
2.57, SE = 4.33, p = .083. The group mean peak time for the CSO group (M = 16.0) was not
significantly different from its baseline mean peak time (M = 24.0) obtained from the PI training
phase, t (3) = 2.18, SE = 3.67, p = .117).
Individual trial analysis. The mean number of trials with at least one response and with a
low-high-low pattern of responding (“good” trials) are shown in Table 22 for each of the four
combinations of conditions based on the valence of flashing houselight (CS+ group vs. CSO
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group) and the temporal location of timing signal within the flashing houselight (Early vs. Late).
Table 22 also presents the minimum and maximum number of good trials and the percentage of
good trials out of a total number of 12 trials for each of the four combinations. To ensure that
there was no systematic difference in the mean percentage of good trials in each temporal
location and for each valence, the percentage of good trials were subjected to a mixed factorial
ANOVA with valence as an independent-measures factor, and temporal location as a repeatedmeasures factor. No significant main effects or interactions were found (all ps > .05). The
absence of significant main effects of temporal location and valence, and of a significant
interaction allows one to calculate for each subject the mean values on various measures of
individual trials over all good trials in a particular condition. Raster plots for individual pigeons
are presented in Appendix C.
Mean values on good trials were found for the following dependent measures of
individual trials for each pigeon: start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and response rate
during the high state. Table 23 shows the group mean (±SEM) of these measures for each of the
four combinations of conditions based on the valence of the flashing houselight (CS+ group vs.
CSO group) and temporal location of timing signal within the flashing houselight (Early vs.
Late). Each dependent measure was subjected to a mixed factorial ANOVA with valence as an
independent-measures factor and temporal location as a repeated-measures factor. Tables 24, 25,
26, 27, and 28 show the results of the ANOVAs for start time, stop time, middle time, spread,
and high state rate, respectively. The only significant effects found in these ANOVAs were the
main effect of valence on stop time and spread. The bar graphs in Figure 18 show group mean on
all indices of individual trial analysis for the flashing CS+ and flashing CSO groups. The group
that had probe trials embedded in the flashing houselight CS+ produced stop times and spreads
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that were on average greater than those produced by the group that had probe trials embedded in
the flashing houselight CSO. Despite the fact that the analysis of peak time showed that the
flashing houselight CS+ group produced a greater peak time, the ANOVA on middle time did
not reveal a significant main effect of valence. The failure to find a significant main effect of
valence on middle time may be due to a significant difference between the groups on stop time
but not start time. Because middle time is the midpoint between the start and stop times, the
absence of a significant difference between the groups on start time should lead to a smaller
effect size with respect to the effect of valence on middle time.
As a final analysis, the coefficient of variation (CV) of start and stop times were found for
probe trials embedded within flashing houselight for each pigeon. The group mean start time
CVs for the flashing houselight CS+ and flashing houselight CSO groups were 0.622 and 0.825,
respectively. The group mean stop time CVs for the flashing houselight CS+ and flashing
houselight CSO groups were 0.383 and 0.563, respectively. The difference between the two
groups on start time CV was not significant, t (6) = 2.04, SE = 0.099, p = .088. However, the stop
time CV for the flashing houselight CS+ group was significantly less than that of the flashing
houselight CSO group, t (6) = 2.58, SE = 0.070, p = .042.
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Discussion
The effect of a Pavlovian incentive cue on modulation of timing behavior was examined
under two conditions: (a) when the timing signal was presented in the absence of, but following
the presentation of the Pavlovian cue; and (b) when the timing signal was embedded within the
Pavlovian cue. In summary, the analysis of peak time for probe trials embedded within the ITI
showed that the pigeons produced a greater peak time when a probe trial was temporally closer
to a preceding CS (i.e. 3 s vs. 27 s into ITI) regardless of the valence of the CS. The effect of
temporal location of probe trial within the ITI was not validated on the basis of individual trial
analysis. There was no significant effect of the valence of a preceding CS on timing performance
(peak time or indices of individual trials) on probe trials that were embedded within ITI. For
probe trials embedded within the CS, a reliable effect in the current study was that the use of a
steady houselight as a CS led to a loss of stimulus (temporal) control regardless of the valence of
the houselight. However, the pigeons showed temporal control of behavior on the probe trials
embedded within the flashing houselight. Because the flashing houselight was established as
CS+ for one group and as CSO for the other, we were able to examine the effect of a Pavlovian
incentive cue (i.e. CS valence) on timing performance as a between-subject factor for trials
embedded within flashing houselight. When the timing signal was embedded within the flashing
houselight, the group that had prior experience of a flashing houselight paired with food
produced a greater peak time than the group with no such prior experience. The more molecular
analysis of individual trials identified a greater stop time, as well as a greater spread for the
flashing houselight CS+ group vs. the flashing houselight CSO group. The temporal placement
of the timing signal within the flashing houselight (3 s vs. 27 s into CS) had no reliable effect on
timing performance. The foregoing findings are further discussed in turn below.
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Timing Signal in the Absence of CS
The analysis of the data that were obtained to examine the effects of the valence of a
preceding CS and temporal location of timing signal within the ITI on timing performance did
not show any effect of valence. With respect to the effect of varying temporal location of the
timing signal within ITI, the analysis of peak time showed that the pigeons produced a
significantly later peak time when the timing signal was presented at 3 s than at 27 s into the ITI.
However, the analyses on the measures obtained from individual trials did not reveal an effect of
the temporal location of the timing signal within the ITI.
The failure to find any significant effect of temporal location on various measures of
performance on individual trials despite its significant effect on peak time may be due to the
small number of trials in each condition. There were only six trials in the two testing sessions for
each of the following four combination of temporal location of timing signal within the ITI (3 s
vs. 27 s into ITI) and the valence of the preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO): Early post-CS+, Late postCS+, Early post-CSO, and Late post-CSO. Measures obtained from individual trials show an
inherent trial by trial variability that is often taken as measures of precision of timing
performance. Given that there were six trials in each condition and that on average only four of
those six trials showed a low, high, and low pattern of responding, low statistical power may
have masked an effect of temporal location of the timing signal within the ITI on the indexes of
individual trials.
Recent investigation has shown that a CS that precedes a timing signal can exert a strong
effect on timing performance, interpreted as a postcue effect (Brown et al., 2007; Jacobs &
Brown, 2010). For example, employing the peak procedure, Brown et al. (2007) provided
evidence of the postcue effect by presenting an intruded cue, a 6-s flashing houselight,
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previously associated with foot shock, 9 s prior to onset of a timing signal in some trials. They
found a later peak time on probe trials that followed the 6-s flashing houselight compared to
baseline probe trials with no preceding flashing houselight, constituting direct evidence of a
postcue effect. The current study extends the results of Brown et al. by employing as an intruded
cue an appetitive CS of longer duration as opposed to an aversive CS of shorter duration.
Furthermore, the observed effect of temporal location of the timing signal within the ITI in the
present study implies that the postcue effect weakens with an increase in the interval between CS
termination and the presentation of the timing cue. Previous studies obtained the postcue effect
under test conditions in which reinforcement was discontinued on probe trials that followed the
intruded cue but maintained during the timing cue on FI trials. The presence of reinforcement
during FI trials, but not on probe trials that followed the intruded cue, may have established the
cue as a negative occasion setter. The present results, obtained under conditions of extinction,
suggest that the postcue effect is independent of reinforcer presentation during the timing signal,
as well as of negative occasion setting property of the CS that preceded the timing signal.
Because the effect of temporal location of the timing signal within ITI could not be validated on
the basis of measures of individual trials, the effect of temporal location constitutes only
preliminary evidence of postcue effect in an appetitive preparation as used in the current
experiment.
Timing Signal Embedded Within CS
The peak time analysis showed that when probe trials were embedded within the flashing
houselight CS, the group that had prior experience with the flashing houselight paired with food
(flashing houselight CS+ group) produced peak times that were on average greater than those for
the group that had no history of paired flashing houselight and food (Flashing houselight CSO
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group). The individual trial analysis shed more light on the effect of CS valence on timing
behavior, which showed that flashing houselight CS+ group produced on average a greater stop
time, but not a greater start time. The selective effects of valence on start and stop times also led
to a greater spread (duration of the high-rate state) in the CS+ group.
The greater peak time, stop time, and spread for the CS+ group was not predicted on the
basis of earlier studies in which effects of motivational variables such as pre-feeding on timing
behavior had been examined (Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2009, Exp 2; Roberts, 1981, Exp 3).
Rather on the basis of those two studies, an earlier peak time or middle time was predicted for
CS+ group. The prediction of an earlier peak time or middle time under the influence of CS+ vs.
CSO was based on two premises: The first premise is the view that a CS, through its association
with motivational (emotive) aspects of an appetitive US (e.g. food), can evoke or increase
instrumental behavior for the same or a different appetitive reinforcer (Corbit & Balleine, 2005)
– an effect often understood in terms of enhanced motivation (Dickinson & Balleine, 1995, 2002;
Rescorla & Solomon, 1967). The second premise is a conclusion drawn from studies in which
pre-feeding, as a treatment that dampens motivation for engagement in instrumental responding,
has been shown to increase the peak time (Roberts, 1981) or middle time (Galtress &
Kirkpatrick, 2009) in the peak procedure. The timing signals embedded within the flashing
houselight CS+ and flashing houselight CSO in the current study corresponded to high and low
levels of motivation, respectively. If lowering the level of motivation, (e.g. pre-feeding)
increases peak time or middle time, it was argued that pigeons should produce a later peak time
or middle time when a timing signal was embedded within CSO (as low level of motivation) vs.
CS+ (high level of motivation). This prediction is not consistent with the finding that the flashing
houselight CSO group produced an earlier rather than later peak time in comparison with the
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flashing houselight CS+. The reasons for the discrepancy between our finding and our prediction
based on studies by Roberts (1981) and Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009, Exp 2) will be explored
after examining the theoretical implications of our finding in terms of the information-processing
model of scalar expectancy theory (scalar timing theory).
Theoretical Implications
The analysis of measures from individual trials is thought to be more diagnostic than the
peak time measure in understanding the mechanism of action in terms of scalar timing theory
(Gibbon, 1991; Gibbon & Church, 1984; Gibbon, Church, & Meck, 1984). The group that was
timing under the influence of the flashing houselight CS+ produced stop times and spreads that
were significantly greater than those produced by the group timing under the influence of the
flashing houselight CSO. There was no significant difference between the two groups on start
time and middle time. In this section, the feasibility of a number of different mechanisms of
action that could account for the pattern of results when timing signal was embedded within the
flashing houselight in the current study is examined. The flow chart in Figure 2 shows the
modular components in scalar timing theory. The properties of each mechanism of clock module
(pacemaker, switch, accumulator), and working memory, reference memory, and decision
mechanism, as postulated in scalar timing theory, are reviewed to examine whether the effect of
the CS valence in producing the pattern of results in the current study can be understood in terms
of a particular mechanism. The pattern of the results that needs to be accounted for is (a) a
significantly greater stop time, but not start time for the flashing houselight CS+ group vs. the
flashing houselight CSO group, which led to a significantly greater spread for the flashing
houselight CS+ group; and (b) a significantly smaller stop time CV for the flashing houselight
CS+ group vs. the flashing houselight CSO group.
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Clock module. The three mechanisms of the clock module are pacemaker, switch, and
accumulator (see the flowchart in Figure 2). Pacemaker and switch mechanisms are discussed
separately below to determine whether the pattern of results in the current study can be attributed
to each mechanism. Because the accumulator is functionally equivalent to working memory
(values from the accumulator are transferred to working memory in some versions of the model),
the accumulator is not discussed.
Pacemaker mechanism. One way an independent variable could possibly influence
timing behavior is by changing the rate with which the pacemaker emits pulses. Such a
mechanism of action should result in changes in start and stop times in the same direction (i.e.
decrease or increase). In addition, the independent variable should result in an increase (or
decrease) in a scalar (multiplicative) fashion – that is, the standard deviation of the time
judgments should be proportional to the mean of those time judgments. A scalar change requires
that the coefficient of variation of the time judgment remains constant. The comparison of the
flashing houselight CS+ group and the flashing houselight CSO group that showed a significant
difference between the stop time, but not the start time, and a significant difference between stop
times CV are not consistent with such a mechanism of action.
Switch mechanism. There are two accounts of a switch-mediated effect of an
experimental manipulation on timing behavior. According to the first account, the switch is
assumed to be under the stimulus control of the timing signal. However, it is assumed that the
switch closes and opens with some latency upon presentation and removal of the timing signal,
respectively. An independent variable could influence timing behavior by changing the latency
of switch closure or opening upon presentation and removal of the timing signal, respectively.
Such a switch-mediated effect should result in changes in start and stop times in the same
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direction (i.e. either increase or decrease). In addition, the independent variable should produce
an additive (non-scalar) shift in measures of time judgment. Support for an additive change is
provided by showing that the differences between the two conditions on start time CV or stop
time CV are significant. The greater stop time and the smaller stop time CV for the flashing
houselight CS+ relative to the flashing houselight CSO are consistent with such an account.
However, the significantly greater spread for the flashing houselight CS+ group and the absence
of a significant difference between the start times is not consistent with this interpretation.
According to the second account of a switch-mediated effect of an experimental
manipulation on timing behavior, the switch mechanism is only partially under the stimulus
control of the timing signal. The switch can also fluctuate between close and open states during
the timing signal (flickering switch), which is partially dependent on the amount of attention paid
to the timing signal (Lejeune, 1998). A flickering switch should produce a similar pattern of
results as that of a change in pacemaker rate. The flickering switch hypothesis is rejected for the
same reasons presented in the Pacemaker Mechanism subsection of the Discussion section.
Memory Module. Working memory and reference memory are each discussed
separately as possible mechanisms that could mediate the effect of CS valence in producing the
pattern of results found in the current study.
Working memory. As mentioned earlier the pacemaker pulses are gated through a closed
switch to an accumulator whose value represents subjective time. The accumulated pulses are
then transferred to the working memory module (see the flowchart in Figure 2). An experimental
manipulation could produce a change in timing behavior as a result of a decay of accumulated
pulses in working memory (Cabeza de Vaca, Brown, & Hemmes, 1994). Researchers studying
the effect of stimulus changes during presentation of the timing signal have proposed memory
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decay as mediating the effect of those stimulus changes on interval timing behavior (memorydecay hypothesis). According to the time-sharing hypothesis (Buhusi & Meck, 2006a, 2006b),
which is an extension of the memory-decay hypothesis, presentation of a distracter stimulus (e.g.
a gap or an added stimulus inserted in the timing signal) during a timing signal results in
attention being diverted from the timing signal to the distracter stimulus. During the presentation
of the distracter stimulus, the accumulated pulses in working memory decay at a rate
proportional to the salience or discriminability of the distracter stimulus (Buhusi, Paskalis, &
Cerutti, 2006). The concept of salience in the time-sharing hypothesis refers to the contrast
between the timing signal and the intruded event on some non-temporal physical dimension (e.g.
the brightness of a gap with respect to that of the timing signal). The stimulus properties of the
added cue were identical for the flashing houselight CS+ and flashing houselight CSO groups. In
addition, the timing cue was embedded identically within both CS+ and CSO. Therefore, no
difference between the two groups on time judgment should be found on the basis of differences
in salience or differences in temporal aspects of the intruded event. In terms of the time-sharing
hypothesis, the working memory mechanism could not mediate the effects found in the current
study (i.e. significant difference between the start times CVs or stop time CVs).
Even if one expands the concept of salience in the time-sharing hypothesis to include
motivational salience, the effect of an independent variable that is mediated by working memory
should produce changes in both start and stop times in a multiplicative manner, functionally
similar to an effect mediated by pacemaker. This possibility is rejected for the same reasons
presented earlier under the Pacemaker sub-section
Reference memory. A history of reinforcement is required for learning and the
establishment of reference memory. On reinforced FI trials, the number of accumulated pulses at
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the moment of reinforcer delivery is multiplied by a normally distributed parameter and then
stored in reference memory (see the flowchart in Figure 2). A manipulation that alters the
subjective delay to reinforcement should produce a change in the distribution of the stored values
in reference memory, and hence a change in temporal properties of performance. The current
experiment controlled for such a possible effect of learning as confounding the effect of
motivation on timing performance because measures of timing behavior were obtained under
conditions of extinction for both levels of motivation. That is, by examining the effect of a CS on
timing of instrumental responding when both CS and instrumental responding were on
extinction, response contingent reinforcement (i.e. learning as a result of primary reinforcement
or conditioned reinforcement) is ruled out as responsible for the observed changes in timing
performance. Therefore, the finding of a later stop time for the flashing houselight CS+ group in
the current study cannot be attributed to effects on reference memory (learning process).
Furthermore, changes in timing behavior mediated by reference memory should influence both
the start time and stop times, which was not supported by the selective effect on stop time, but
not start time.
Decision module. As discussed above, the mechanisms of the clock module or of the
memory module do not account for the current data. Another possible mechanism that could
account for the finding of this experiment is that the motivational property of CS+ changes the
threshold that is applied to the decision mechanism (see the flowchart in Figure 2). The decision
mechanism computes a ratio of the absolute value of the difference between a sample from
reference memory and the current time in working memory to the sample from reference
memory ( |(n* - n)/n*| ). As time elapses during a trial, response rate increases when the ratio
falls below a start decision threshold (i.e. |(n* - n)/n*| < b1), and at a later time in a probe trial
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the response rate decreases when the ratio exceeds a stop decision threshold (i.e. (|(n* - n)/n*| >
b2; see the plot in Figure 2). A single threshold idea was initially proposed during the early
development of the model. Proponents of the model later favored a model with two separate
independent thresholds governing the start and stop times based on additional analyses of data
from the peak procedure (Church, Meck, & Gibbon, 1994; Gibbon & Church, 1990, page 51).
The two separate independent thresholds idea has been supported by recent studies in
which it was found that some experimental manipulations influenced either the start time or the
stop time, but not both (Balci et al., 2009; Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2010; MacDonald, Cheng, &
Meck, 2012; Taylor, Horvitz, & Balsam, 2007). For example, MacDonald et al. (2012) found
that the dorsal and ventral striatum are involved in the acquisition of start and stop time,
respectively. Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2010) showed that neurotoxin lesions of the nucleus
accumbens core, thought to be involved in preparatory or motivated behavior (Corbit, Muir, &
Balleine, 2001), increases stop time, but not start time. The current study provides further
support for the independence of start and stop thresholds by showing that the flashing houselight
CS+ group produced a stop time, but not start time, that was significantly greater than that
produced by flashing houselight CSO group.
In addition, there was a significantly greater spread for the flashing houselight CS+ group
vs. flashing houselight CSO group, indicating that in the presence of an incentive cue (CS+
valence) that triggers motivation, the duration of the time that the animal engages in a high rate
of responding is longer. Of particular interest was that, despite the changes in stop time and
spread, the middle time was not significantly different between the two groups. These findings
point to a process by which an incentive cue increases the threshold for stop time.
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In summary, a change in spread (obtained from individual trials) can be mediated by
pacemaker, flickering switch, reference memory, or decision mechanisms. However, these
mechanisms, with the exception of the decision mechanism, should result in a scalar change in
start and stop time (i.e. start time CV and stop time CV remain constant). The finding that the
flashing houselight CS+ group produced a significantly smaller stop time CV than that produced
by the flashing houselight CSO group is in support of the interpretation that the change in spread
resulted from a change in the stop time decision threshold. Moreover, it was already argued that
a change in the closure and opening of the switch mechanism should not produce a change in
spread. Therefore, the current data are in support of the idea that the effect on timing behavior of
the Pavlovian incentive cue was mediated by the decision mechanism.
Discrepancy Between Finding and Prediction
The forgoing theoretical analysis examined the effect of CS valence on the pattern of
measures obtained from individual trials with no prior assumption about the direction of change
in those measures. Although proponents of scalar timing theory maintained that motivation could
influence decision threshold (Church, Meck, and Gibbon, 1994), the relation between the level of
motivation and measures of time judgment (peak time and start, stop, and middle times) is not
specified in the model. We made a prior prediction as to the relation between motivation and
measures of time judgment, not on the basis of scalar timing theory, but on earlier empirical
studies in which pre-feeding (lower level of motivation) was found to increase peak time
(Roberts, 1981, Exp 3) or increase start and stop times (Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2009, Exp 2).
The results of those studies suggest that time judgment should vary inversely with the level of
motivation (i.e. an earlier peak time and start, middle, and stop times for the higher level of
motivation). The greater peak time and stop time for the flashing houselight CS+ group relative
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to the flashing houselight CSO group in the current study was in the opposite direction of what
was predicted.
The discrepancy between our finding and our prediction based on the study by Roberts
(1981) may be due to differences in methodology for controlling confounding variables. One
methodological issue with Roberts’ study is that because both baseline and pre-fed sessions
included FI trials in addition to probe trials, the animals had the opportunity to further learn the
timed interval under the new motivational state during pre-fed sessions (i.e. after pre-feeding). In
such a case, the observed effect of increased peak time after pre-feeding may be due either to the
change in motivational level or to a learning process occurring under the new motivational level.
A learning process implicates the reference memory mechanism in mediating the change in peak
time. The current experiment controlled for any possible effect of learning as confounding the
effect of motivation on timing performance. By examining the effect of a CS on timing of
instrumental responding when both CS and instrumental responding were on extinction, response
contingent reinforcement (i.e. learning as a result of primary reinforcement or conditioned
reinforcement) is ruled out as responsible for observed changes in timing performance. The
pigeons were tested on both levels of motivation (flashing houselight CS+ or CSO) within the
same extinction sessions so that the observed difference on measures of timing performance
could not be attributed to the effect of extinction or of an interaction of extinction and
motivation.
Similar to the current study, Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009) tested animals in extinction.
By comparing timing performance between baseline and pre-fed sessions both on extinction,
they provided stronger evidence than Roberts (1981) that the later middle time obtained during
pre-fed sessions was due to changes in motivational level. Based on Galtress and Kirkpatrick, the
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finding that there was an earlier rather than later stop time for the flashing CSO group in the
current study was not predicted. This discrepancy may be due to methodological issues, or it may
suggest that the relation between motivation and time judgment is nonlinear, or that there are
different effects of motivation depending on whether it is manipulated through internal factors
(i.e. pre-feeding) or external factors (i.e. CS valence).
One methodological issue that Galtress and Kirkpatrick noted was that the observed
effect in their experiment may be due to the effect of extinction rather than pre-feeding
treatment. They ruled out this possibility based on previous research (e.g. Guilhardi & Church,
2006; Guilhardi, Yi, & Church, 2006; Ohyama, Gibbon, Deich, & Balsam, 1999), as well as their
own experiment (experiment 3) in which it was shown that the timing measures obtained from
baseline sessions that included both FI and probe trials were not different from measures
obtained from sessions that included only probe trials (Extinction).
Regarding another methodological issue, the later middle time after pre-feeding in
Galtress and Kirkpatrick study may be a result of an interaction of motivation and extinction
testing. That is, it is possible that pre-feeding or extinction alone does not result in greater start
and stop times, rather only their concomitant application result in changes in start and stop times.
One way to rule out this possibility is to include baseline sessions without pre-feeding as a
control that are also conducted in extinction. Alternatively, including a control group that is not
pre-fed, but is tested in extinction, can provide substantiating evidence that pre-feeding results in
later start or stop times. In the current study, the interaction of motivation and extinction testing
was controlled by assessing timing behavior under extinction at both levels of motivation (CS+
vs. CSO). This methodological difference with regard to controlling for a possible effect of
interaction of motivation and extinction may underlie the discrepancy of our finding of earlier
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stop time rather than the predicted later stop time for the group that was timing under the
flashing houselight CSO.
Another possibility underlying the discrepancy between our predictions based on the prefeeding studies and our finding is that the relation between motivation and time judgment may
not be linear, but may be described as a U-shaped function. That is, time judgment may decrease
as a function of motivation and then increase again at a high level of motivation. This idea is
highly speculative, and there is currently no study in which timing behavior is compared at more
than two levels of motivation. The pre-feeding treatment in the study by Galtress and Kirkpatrick
(2009) was access to food pellets for 45 minutes prior to the extinction testing. A U-shaped
function for describing the motivation and measure of time judgment (e.g. start, middle, and stop
times) implies that the test session after pre-feeding and the training session with no pre-feeding
corresponds to extremely low level of motivation and intermediate level of motivation,
respectively. The implication for the procedure in the current study is that the flashing houselight
CS+ group and flashing houselight CSO group correspond to an extremely high level of
motivation and an intermediate level of motivation, respectively. In an experiment in which there
are at least 3 levels of deprivation states (e.g., pre-feeding, food-deprived for one day, and fooddeprived for two days), a comparison of measures of timing performance under these three
deprivation states can provide a test of the hypothesis that the relation between motivation and
time judgment may not be linear. Alternatively, a PIT experiment can be employed in which
peak interval performance is measured under at least three conditions that vary on some
parameter known to influence the excitatory conditioned property of an incentive cue (e.g. CSUS contingency, number of times that CS and US are paired).
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The discrepancy between our finding and our prediction based on the Galtress and
Kirkpatrick study could point to the possibility that there are different effects of motivation
depending on whether it is manipulated through internal factors (i.e. pre-feeding), as was done in
Galtress and Kirkptrick, or external factors (i.e. valence of an added CS cue), as was done in the
current study. Manipulation of motivation through internal factors, such as pre-feeding, induces a
lower level of motivation that may last throughout a session, but manipulation of motivation
through external factors, such as presentation of a CS+, induces a short-lived increase in level of
motivation that may dissipate between trials. The chronic vs. acute change in motivation might
be a determining factor underlying different effects of internal vs. external sources of motivation.
The simultaneous presentation of two different stimuli to the animal, when motivation is
manipulated through external factors, as in the current study, makes contact with earlier studies
in which the effect on timing behavior of the presentation of a stimulus concurrent with timing
signal has been examined (dual-task studies). In the next section, the possible relation of these
dual-task studies to the current one is explored.
Dual-task Studies
There are a number of studies in which the effect of the presentation of a concurrent
stimulus during the timing signal on timing behavior has been examined (Aum et al., 2004, 2007;
Buhusi & Meck, 2006a, 2006b). The general finding in these studies is that the presentation of a
stimulus concurrent with a timing signal results in a later peak time in comparison to a single
stimulus situation. These studies are similar to the current study in that the animals are presented
with two stimuli simultaneously: a timing signal and an added distracter stimulus.
A motivationally salient incentive stimulus was utilized as the concurrent stimulus only
in one of these dual-task studies. For example, Aum, et al. (2007) trained pigeons on the peak
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interval procedure. Discrimination training was also conducted during which red or green 6-s
stimuli were associated with either response-contingent food presentation or extinction. On test
sessions, the presentation of the 6-s stimulus that signaled response-contingent food presentation
(S+) during timing signal, increased peak time relative to a cue that signaled the extinction
schedule (S-). In addition, the presentation of S+ increased peak time relative to a condition with
no intruded stimulus to a degree that exceeded the duration from the onset of the timing signal to
the end of the intruded stimulus (exceeded a clock ‘reset’ prediction). Previous studies with
intruded events (e.g., distractors, gaps) had produced evidence of varying smaller magnitudes of
peak shift than in Aum et al. (Cabeza de Vaca, Brown, & Hemmes, 1994). Aum et al. speculated
that it was the motivational property of the concurrent stimulus (S+) that led to a rightward peak
shift greater than the reset prediction.
There are some procedural differences between the current study and that by Aum et al.
(2007). One difference is that it was the concurrent stimulus (a positive discriminative stimulus
or S+ vs. negative discriminative stimulus or S-) that was embedded within the timing signal in
Aum et al. study. In the current study, it was the timing signal that was embedded within the
concurrent stimulus (CS vs. CSO). Despite these differences, the greater peak time obtained on
S+ trials than that obtained on S- trials in Aum, et al. study (2007) is similar to the finding of the
present study in which the CS+ flashing houselight group produced a greater peak time than that
produced by the CSO flashing houselight group.
Although a discriminative stimulus may share some properties of a conditioned stimulus,
more direct evidence for attributing any change in timing behavior to motivational properties of
the intruded stimulus would be obtained by examining the effect of a CS associated with a food
US rather than the effect of a discriminative stimulus (as used in Aum et al., 2007) on timing
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behavior. Pavlovian conditioning processes are often thought to underlie motivational/emotional
responses (Bindra, 1974; Rescorla & Solomon, 1967) such as incentive motivation or wanting
(Berridge, & Robinson, 1998; Wyvell & Berridge, 2000) and conditioned emotional response or
fear (Annau & Kamin, 1961). The large CS-US interval in the current study was meant to
promote the association of CS with the representation of motivational attributes of US rather than
with that of sensory attributes of US (Konorski, 1967; Wagner & Brandon, 1989). The
employment of a CS of longer duration in the current study substantiated Aum et al. speculation
that the later peak time for S+ condition was partially determined by motivational properties of
the intruded stimulus.
Furthermore, Aum et al. (2007) speculated that the effect of the S+ in delaying the peak
time was mediated by the switch mechanism. In particular, it was assumed that the switch closes
with longer latency after the termination of the S+ stimulus when the animal may engage in off
task behavior before the resumption of timing. This mode of operation requires that the
disruptive effect of S+ occurs after the termination of the S+ (postcue effect) rather than during
the presentation of S+. A selective change in decision threshold for start and stop times could in
principle produce a postcue effect in the sense that changes in decision threshold do not require
that the disruptive effect of a distracter be restricted to the time period of the concurrent task cue.
Because the individual trial analysis conducted in Aum et al. study was limited to the middle
time and spread, one cannot distinguish between experimental effects that result from an
increased latency of switch closure after the termination of S+ or a change in decision
mechanism threshold. However, to the extent that a discriminative stimulus of a shorter duration
may acquire motivational property of food as that of a CS of longer duration, their finding could
be understood in terms of the threshold mechanism.
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The current study showed that when pigeons are timing under the influence of a
concurrent incentive stimulus, they stop responding at a later time than under that of a concurrent
neutral stimulus. Similar work has been done with aversive conditioning, showing that
motivational properties of a stimulus (conditioned emotional response) can partially determine
the direction and amount of changes in time judgments. For example, Brown et al. (2007)
examined the effect of a CS associated with a shock US. These authors trained rats on the peak
procedure. The rats were also exposed to pairings of a 6-s CS and a shock in separate sessions.
On test sessions, presentation of the 6-s CS 3 s after the onset of the timing signal was shown to
increase the peak time with respect to trials with no intruded CS embedded in them. Owing to the
insufficient number of individual trials with acceptable start and stop times in Brown et al., no
individual trial analysis was conducted. Although it appears that both a fear cue of shorter
duration and an incentive cue of longer duration can delay time judgment, it remains to be
investigated if the effect of a fear cue could be understood in terms of the decision mechanism
threshold.
PTI Protocol
The PIT paradigm used in the current study failed to show an enhancement of
instrumental responding during the CS+ relative to the CSO. This determination was based on
two main analyses. (a) The between-subject comparison of mean response rate function for probe
trials embedded within the flashing houselight that examined the effect of CS valence on overall
response rate (Table 19); (b) The between-subject comparison of high state response rate of
individual trials for probe trials embedded within the flashing houselight that examined the effect
of CS valence on high state response rate (Table 28). Nor was evidence of response suppression
found. PIT experiments that have shown an enhancement of instrumental responding during CS+
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vs. CSO presentations are typically performed with rats and conducted as a within-subject
design. The loss of stimulus control on probe trials that were embedded within the steady
houselight precluded an analysis of the data as a within-subject design. Furthermore, recent
research has shown that competition between instrumental and Pavlovian responses is a critical
factor in determining whether an enhancement of responding is obtained (Holmes, Marchand, &
Coutureau, 2010). Pacing is a Pavlovian response that is elicited by diffuse incentive cues in
pigeons (Balsam & Tomie, 1985). Although pacing was not directly measured in the current
experiment, it is plausible that the failure to find any enhancement of key peck responding during
the timing signal may have been due to the response competition between pacing (as elicited
responses) and key pecking behavior (as instrumental responding). Future studies should
investigate whether a similar pattern of timing performance observed in the present study could
be obtained when a response enhancing effect of an appetitive CS+ on instrumental responding is
found.
The pigeons did not show temporal control on probe trials that were embedded within the
steady houselight regardless of the valence of the houselight. The loss of temporal control may
be related to the fact that the pigeons were trained on the peak procedure in poorly lit chambers
when the only source of illumination besides the timing signal was the two side keys that were
illuminated yellow throughout the training and testing sessions. Two possible factors may have
contributed to the loss of stimulus control during the presentation of the steady houselight: (a)
The lower visual contrast of the timing signal (red keylight) when it was presented in a chamber
lit with steady houselight vs. a chamber lit with intermittent houselight; (b) Because the animals
were trained on peak procedure with no houselight present, the stimulus situation changed more
substantially from training to testing for the condition when the timing signal was presented
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during the presentation of a steady houselight than the condition when it was presented during
the presentation of an intermittent houselight. The greater stimulus change from training context
to testing context for probe trials embedded within the steady houselight may have led to greater
generalization decrement on those trials.
Conclusion
The presentation of a timing signal in the presence of a Pavlovian incentive cue produced
an increase in peak time, but also a selective increase in stop time that led to a greater spread.
The pattern of results in the current experiment indicates that the observed changes in timing
performance are not mediated through perceptual timing processes (i.e. clock module) or through
memory processes (i.e. working memory or reference memory); rather, it is consistent with a
decision mechanism that controls when an animal gives up responding. That is, the central
motivational state that is activated when an animal is in the presence of an incentive cue raises
the stop decision threshold. The increase in stop threshold translates into a behavioral bias for the
animal to give up responding at a later time despite a large discrepancy by which the animal’s
representation of the current time exceeds the remembered time of reinforcer maintained in
reference memory.
There are a number of different possibilities that could explain the greater time judgment
both under a lower level of motivation as in pre-feeding studies and under a higher level of
motivation as in the flashing houselight CS+ group in the current studies: (a) The effect of prefeeding in previous studies may have been confounded by the effect of extinction; (b) The
relation between motivation and time judgment may be a nonlinear U-shaped function in which
case an animal may produce great time judgment under extremely low and high levels of
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motivation; (c) Motivation could have different effects on time judgment, depending on whether
it is manipulated through internal or external factors.
The application of PIT paradigm to the investigation of interval timing behavior
represents one way to determine how motivation may influence the accuracy and precision with
which an animal times a learned interval. Finally, individual trials analysis can provide a strong
analytic method to determine how the effect of motivation is mediated by mechanisms postulated
in scalar timing theory.
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Table 1
Training Phases with a Summary of Training Parameters in Each Phase
Phase

Pavlovian Training*

Number
of
Sessions
21

Training Parameters

6 Reinforced CS+, 1 CS+ probe, RT 30-s schedule, Two
groups (four pigeons and five pigeons) had either a flashing
or steady houselight as CS+.
30 trials, Autoshaping to peck a red keylight , RI schedule.
FI 30-s schedule, Limited hold of 10 s, ITI was 45 ± 15 s.

Keypeck training
5-9
Fixed-Interval
12
training
Peak-interval training
112
31 FI trials and 10 probe trials, ITI was 45 ± 15 s.
Notes. CS+ = Conditioned stimulus; RT = Random time; RI = Random-interval; FI = Fixedinterval; ITI = Intertrial interval. PI = Peak interval. *Note that there were two CSO presentations
during the final session of Pavlovian training.
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Table 2
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Mean Response Rate Functions for Post-CS Probe
Trials Embedded Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type (Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of
Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), Temporal Location of Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late),
and Bin (Ninety 1-s bins)
Source

df

F

p

Between subjects
CS+ Type (T)
T error

1
6

0.42
(34551.08)

.542

Adjusted p
G–G
H–L–F

Within subjects
Bin (B)
89
5.46*
<.001
.014
.003
B×T
89
0.90
.733
.447
.484
B Error
534
(569.24)
CS Valence (V)
1
0.81
.404
V×T
1
0
.993
V error
6
(20719.16)
Location (L)
1
3.29
.120
L×T
1
0.83
.397
L error
6
(2673.90)
B×V
89
0.78
.930
.545
.661
B ×V×T
89
1.10
.263
.378
.375
B × V error
534
(324.91)
B ×L
89
1.60*
.001
.190
.029
B ×L×T
89
1.77*
<.001
.150
.011
B × L error
534
(277.71)
V ×L
1
0.02
.889
V ×L ×T
1
0.34
.579
V × L error
6
(1577.51)
B ×V×L
89
.74
.963
.603
.849
B ×V ×L×T
89
1.36
.022
.267
.106
B × V × L error
534
(245.75)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G = Greenhouse-Geisser.
H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity could not be tested
due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were used to judge the
significance. *p < .05.
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Table 3
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Mean Response Rate Functions for Post-CS
Probe Trials Embedded Within ITI for Flashing Houselight CS+ Group with Factors of
Temporal Location of Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late), and Bin (Ninety 1-s bins)
Source

df

F

p

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F
.164
.095

Bin (B)
89
2.65
< .001
B Error
267
(395.14)
Temporal Location (L)
1
6.56
.083
L error
3
(756.11)
B ×L
89
1.64*
.001
.255
.037
B × L error
267
(168.39)
Notes. Response rate functions were averaged over the two conditions of valence of the preceding
CS (CS+ and CO). Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G =
Greenhouse-Geisser. H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity
could not be tested due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were
used to judge the significance. *p < .05.
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Table 4
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Mean Response Rate Functions for Post-CS Probe
Trials Embedded Within ITI for Steady Houselight CS+ Group with Factors of Temporal
Location of Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late), and Bin (Ninety 1-s bins)
Source

df

F

p

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F
.052
< .001

Bin (B)
89
4.38*
< .001
B Error
267
(174.10)
Temporal Location (L)
1
0.28
.631
L error
3
(1917.79)
B ×L
89
1.76
< .001
.238
.075
B × L error
267
(109.32)
Notes. Response rate functions were averaged over the two conditions of valence of the preceding
CS (CS+ and CO). Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G =
Greenhouse-Geisser. H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity
could not be tested due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were
used to judge the significance. *p < .05.
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Table 5
Group Mean Peak Times (M) and Standard Error (SEM) for Post-CS Probe Trials Embedded
Within ITI for Each of the Four Combinations of Temporal Location Within ITI (Early vs.
Late) × Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), Separately for Flashing Houselight and
Steady Houselight CS+ Groups
CS+
Group
Flashing houselight CS+
Steady houselight CSO

Early
M (SEM)
38.2 (6.3)
20.2 (7.9)

CSO
Late
M (SEM)
19.2 (7.7)
17.2 (5.7)

Early
M (SEM)
25.5 (5.1)
29.2 (5.6)

Late
M (SEM)
21.5 (4.9)
24.2 (3.0)
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Table 6
ANOVA of Peak Time For Post-CS Probe Trials Embedded Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of the
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subjects
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

0.23
(366.60)

.648

Within subjects
CS Valence (V)
1
0.20
V×T
1
3.90
V error
6
(89.98)
Temporal Location (L)
1
8.10*
L×T
1
1.99
L error
6
(58.36)
V×L
1
1.71
V×L×T
1
2.73
V × L error
6
(51.32)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. * p < .05.

.670
.096
.029
.208
.239
.149
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Table 7
Group Mean Number (M), Group Mean Percentage (M %), Minimum (MIN) and Maximum
(MAX) Number of “Good” Trialsa for Post-CS Probe Trials Embedded Within ITI for Each of
the Four Combinations of Temporal Location Within ITI (Early vs. Late) and Valence of
Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO) Separately for Flashing and Steady Houselight CS+ Groups
Group
Flashing Houselight CS+
Steady Houselight CS+
Condition
M
M%
MIN
MAX
M
M%
MIN
MAX
E-CS+
4.00
67
2
5
3.25
54
1
4
E-CSO
4.25
71
3
6
3.50
58
2
5
L-CS+
3.75
62
1
6
3.75
62
3
5
L-CSO
4.25
71
2
5
3.50
58
3
4
Notes. E-CS+ = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CS+; L-CS+ = Timing signal 27 s into ITI
following CS+; E-CSO = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CSO; L-CSO = Timing signal 27
into ITI following CSO.
a
Note that there were six trials for each of the four conditions, and that “Good” trials refers to
those trials with a low, high, low pattern of responding.
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Table 8
Group Mean of Indices of Individual Trials for Post-CS Probe Trials Embedded Within ITI for
Flashing Houselight CS+ Group for Each of the Four Combinations of Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late) and Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO)
Measures
Start
Stop
Middle
Spread
High Rate
Condition
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
E-CS+
30.5 (1.6)
53.0 (7.0)
41.8 (4.0)
22.8 (6.0)
108.2 (13.9)
E-CSO
37.2 (0.8)
53.5 (2.8)
45.5 (1.6)
16.2 (2.0)
86.2 (8.9)
L-CS+
31.2 (8.0)
46.8 (9.8)
39.0 (8.4)
15.2 (5.7)
114.8 (9.2)
L-CSO
38.5 (3.8)
54.0 (1.5)
46.0 (1.8)
15.8 (4.3)
86.5 (12.3)
Notes. E-CS+ = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CS+; L-CS+ = Timing signal 27 s into ITI
following CS+; E-CSO = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CSO; L-CSO = Timing signal 27
into ITI following CSO.
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Table 9
Group Mean of Indices of Individual Trials for Post-CS Probe Trials Embedded Within ITI for
Steady Houselight CS+ Group for Each of the Four Combinations of Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late) and Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO)
Measures
Start
Stop
Middle
Spread
High Rate
Condition
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
E-CS+
39.0 (2.7)
52.8 (4.2)
46.0 (1.1)
13.8 (6.6)
72.0 (4.7)
E-CSO
28.0 (5.6)
52.8 (4.8)
40.5 (5.4)
25.0 (1.2)
91.2 (4.6)
L-CS+
26.0 (4.5)
42.2 (7.3)
34.2 (6.0)
16.0 (3.1)
103.2 (18.0)
L-CSO
29.5 (4.8)
53.0 (3.9)
41.2 (3.9)
23.5 (3.2)
87.2 (9.2)
Notes. E-CS+ = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CS+; L-CS+ = Timing signal 27 s into ITI
following CS+; E-CSO = Timing signal 3 s into ITI following CSO; L-CSO = Timing signal 27
into ITI following CSO.
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Table 10
ANOVA Table of Start Time for Post-CS Probe Trials Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subject
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

1.49
(70.83)

.268

Within subject
CS Valence (V)
1
0.14
V×T
1
1.68
V error
6
(145.43)
Temporal Location (L)
1
1.25
L×T
1
2.50
L error
6
(35.24)
V×L
1
1.39
V×L×T
1
1.41
V × L error
6
(75.33)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.719
.243
.307
.165
.283
.280
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Table 11
ANOVA Table of Stop Time for Post-CS Probe Trials Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subject
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

0.08
(248.40)

.781

Within subject
CS Valence (V)
1
1.03
V×T
1
0.02
V error
6
(179.91)
Temporal Location (L)
1
2.20
L×T
1
0.20
L error
6
(62.94)
V×L
1
3.83
V×L×T
1
0.20
V × L error
6
(39.91)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.350
.897
.189
.67
.098
.668
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Table 12
ANOVA Table of Middle Time for Post-CS Probe Trials Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subject
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

0.45
(123.41)

.527

Within subject
CS Valence (V)
1
0.56
V×T
1
0.33
V error
6
(144.47)
Temporal Location (L)
1
2.28
L×T
1
1.13
L error
6
(37.42)
V×L
1
2.94
V×L×T
1
1
V × L error
6
(43.27)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.483
.587
.182
.328
.137
.356
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Table 13
ANOVA Table of Spread for Post-CS Probe Trials Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subject
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

0.22
145.78

.657

Within subject
CS Valence (V)
1
1.25
V×T
1
4.81
V error
6
(62.84)
Temporal Location (L)
1
0.56
L × LT
1
0.74
L error
6
(46.98)
V×L
1
0.07
V×L×T
1
0.95
V × L error
6
(57.93)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.307
.071
.484
.423
.798
.368
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Table 14
ANOVA Table of High State Rate for Post-CS Probe Trials Within ITI with Factors of CS+ Type
(Flashing vs. Steady), Valence of Preceding CS (CS+ vs. CSO), and Temporal Location of
Timing Signal Within ITI (Early vs. Late)
Source
Between subject
CS+ Type (T)
T error

df

F

p

1
6

0.90
(995.19)

.378

Within subject
CS Valence (V)
1
3.63
V×T
1
4.59
V error
6
(313.57)
Temporal Location (L)
1
1.42
L×T
1
0.51
L error
6
(410.68)
V×L
1
4.39
V×L×T
1
2.28
V × L error
(193.47)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

0.105
.076
.278
.503
.081
.182
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Table 15
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Response Rate Functions for Probe Trials
Embedded Within CS with Factors of CS+ Type (Flashing vs. Steady), CS Valence (CS+ vs.
CSO), Temporal Location of Timing Signal Within CS (Early vs. Late), and Bin (Ninety 1-s bins)
Source

df

F

p

Between subjects
CS+ Type (T)
T error

1
6

0.74
(236.80)

.422

Adjusted p
G–G
H–F–L

Within subject
Bin (B)
89
4.01*
< .001
.014
< .001
B×T
89
1.74
< .001
.177
.078
B Error
534
(45.20)
CS Valence (V)
1
0.56
.484
V×T
1
44.32*
< .001
V error
6
(1193.29)
Temporal Location (L)
1
2.71
.151
L×T
1
0.97
.363
L error
6
(914.56)
B×V
89
1.83*
< .001
.146
.025
B ×V×T
89
3.65*
< .001
.014
< .001
B × V error
534
(39.99)
B ×L
89
1.79*
< .001
.151
.020
B ×L×T
89
1.05
.377
.408
.414
B × L error
534
(39.03)
V ×L
1
3.73
.102
V ×L ×T
1
2.22
.187
V × L error
6
(506.17)
B ×V×L
89
0.94
.642
.467
.548
B ×V ×L×T
89
1.20
.116
.334
.259
B × V × L error
534
(37.64)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G = Greenhouse-Geisser.
H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity could not be tested
due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were used to judge the
significance. *p < .05.
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Table 16
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Response Rate Functions for Probe Trials
Embedded Within CS for Flashing Houselight CS+ Group with Factors of Bin and CS Valence
(CS+ vs. CSO)
Source

df

F

p

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F
.365
.337

Bin (B)
89
1.20
.138
B Error
267
(29.28)
CS Valence (V)
1
12.07*
.040
V error
3
(863.66)
B×V
89
1.41
.020
.313
.236
B × V error
267
(21.10)
Notes. Response rate functions were averaged over the two conditions of temporal location of
timing signal within the CS. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G =
Greenhouse-Geisser. H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity
could not be tested due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were
used to judge the significance. *p < .05.
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Table 17
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Response Rate Functions for Probe Trials
Embedded Within CS for Steady Houselight CS+ Group with Factors of Bin and CS Valence
(CS+ vs. CSO)
Source

df

F

p

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F
.017
< .001

Bin (B)
89
5.95*
< .001
B Error
267
(15.92)
CS Valence (V)
1
49.61*
.006
V error
3
(329.64)
B×V
89
4.23*
< .001
.041
< .001
B × V error
267
(18.89)
Notes. Response rate functions were averaged over the two conditions of temporal location of
timing signal within the CS. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G =
Greenhouse-Geisser. H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity
could not be tested due to insufficient error degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were
used to judge the significance. *p < .05.
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Table 18
ANOVA of Response Rate: Summary Table for Response Rate Functions for Probe Trials
Embedded Within Steady Houselight with Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal
Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between Subject
CS Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

2.48
(307.83)

.167

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F

Within Subject
Bin (B)
89
0.94
.635
.447
.492
B×V
89
0.63
.996
.617
.742
B error
534
(14.46)
Temporal Location (L)
1
0.58
.476
L×V
1
0.41
.546
L error
6
(228.14)
B×L
89
1.25
.071
.311
.207
B×L×V
89
1.38
.018
.262
.126
B × L error
534
(9.25)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G = Greenhouse-Geisser.
H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity could not be tested
due to insufficient degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were used to judge the
significance. *p < .05.
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Table 19
ANOVA of Response Rates: Summary Table for Response Rate Functions for Probe Trials
Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal
Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between Subject
CS Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

0.07
(1122.26)

.800

Adjusted p
G-G
H-F

Within Subject
Bin (B)
89
4.43*
< .001
.007
< .001
B×V
89
2.02*
< .001
.122
.025
B error
534
(70.73)
Temporal Location (L)
1
2.91
.139
L×V
1
2.25
.184
L error
6
(1192.59)
B×L
89
1.53
.002
.219
.095
B×L×V
89
.94
.637
.463
.533
B × L error
534
(67.41)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. G-G = Greenhouse-Geisser.
H-F-L = Huynh-Feldt-Lecoutre. In cases when the assumption of sphericity could not be tested
due to insufficient degrees of freedom, H-F-L adjusted p values were used to judge the
significance. *p < .05.
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Table 20
Group Mean Peak Time (M) and Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) for
Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight for Four Combinations
of Valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and Temporal Location (Early vs. Late).
Temporal Location
Early
Late
Valence
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
CS+
38.0 (6.7)
31.8 (9.7)
CSO
15.8 (2.6)
16.2 (3.0)
Notes. The timing signals were presented within the Flashing houselight.
Valence of the flashing houselight (CS+ vs. CSO) is a between-subjects
independent variable.
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Table 21
ANOVA Table for Peak Times for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with
Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error
Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
L×V
L error
Note. . *p < .05.

df

F

p

1
6

6.04*
(235.90)

.049

1
1

0.47
0.65
(70.48)

.519
.452
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Table 22
Group Mean Number (M), Group Mean Percentage (M %), Minimum (MIN) and Maximum
(MAX) Number of “Good” Trialsa for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight for
Each of the Four Combinations of Valence (Between-Subjects Factor) and Temporal Location
(Within-Subjects Factor)
Condition
M
M%
MIN
MAX
ECS+
6.00
50
4
8
LCS+
6.50
54
4
11
ECSO
6.75
56
5
9
LCSO
5.25
44
4
6
Notes. ECS+ = Early CS+; LCS+ = Late CS+; ECSO = Early CSO; LCSO = Late CSO.
a
Note that there were twelve trials for each of the four combinations of CS valence and temporal
location, and that “Good” trials refer to those trials with a low-high-low pattern of responding.
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Table 23
Group Mean of Indices of Individual Trials for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing
Houselight for Each of the Four Combinations of Valence (Between-Subjects factor) and
Temporal Location (Within-Subject Factor)
Measures
Start
Stop
Middle
Spread
High Rate
Condition
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
M (SEM)
ECS+
42.8 (3.9)
54.2 (2.5)
48.2 (3.0)
11.8 (3.0)
53.3 (10.7)
LCS+
28.2 (8.1)
46.8 (6.8)
37.8 (7.3)
18.8 (3.9)
76.4 (9.3)
ECSO
29.0 (2.1)
39.0 (2.2)
34.0 (2.0)
10.2 (1.6)
66.8 (7.4)
LCSO
24.8 (4.5)
36.8 (2.8)
31.0 (3.5)
12.0 (1.6)
66.4 (9.9)
Notes. ECS+ = Early CS+; LCS+ = Late CS+; ECSO = Early CSO; LCSO = Late CSO; High
rate refers to the response rate per minute during the high state of the three-state model of
individual trials.
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Table 24
ANOVA Table for Start Times for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with
Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

2.12
(140.40)

0.196

Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
1
5.07
L×V
1
1.52
L error
6
(69.31)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.065
.264
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Table 25
ANOVA Table for Stop Time for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with
Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

6.14*
(103.90)

.048

Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
1
3.68
L×V
1
1.07
L error
6
(25.81)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.103
.341
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Table 26
ANOVA Table for Middle Time for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with
Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

3.69
(119.67)

.103

Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
1
5.07
L×V
1
1.57
L error
6
(35.92)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.065
.257
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Table 27
ANOVA Table for Spread for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with Valence
as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

8.71*
(7.81)

.026

Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
1
1.52
L×V
1
0.55
L error
6
(50.23)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.263
.487
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Table 28
ANOVA Table for High State Rate for Probe Trials Embedded Within Flashing Houselight with
Valence as a Between-Subjects Factor and Temporal Location as a Within-Subjects Factor
Source
Between subject
Valence (V)
V error

df

F

p

1
6

0.02
(605.43)

.889

Within subject
Temporal Location (L)
1
5.05
L×V
1
5.44
L error
6
(101.75)
Notes. Values enclosed in parenthesis represent mean square errors. *p < .05.

.066
.058
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Figure 1. The expectancy function h (t) and the expectancy ratio r (t) are hyperbolic in t, and the
point at which the expectancy ratio crosses the threshold, b, is indicated as y (Adapted from
Gibbon, 1997).
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Figure 2. Scalar timing theory as applied to the peak procedure. The flowchart shows the clock,
memory, and decision modules. The plot shows how relative discrepancy (| (n* - n)/n*|) between
a sample from reference memory (n*) and the counts in working memory (n) varies with n. As
relative discrepancy falls below b1 and then later into trial exceeds b2, the animal starts and then
stops responding at high rate, respectively (Adapted from Church, Meck, & Gibbon, 1994).

separated with an ITI with no timing signal embedded within it.

late within each of the three conditions of each triplet (CS+, ITI, and CSO). Each triplet is

randomly determined from blocks of two triplets. The timing signal is presented either early or

Figure 3. A possible order of presentations of two triplets. A triplet starts with a CS+ or CSO
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Figure 4. Group means head-entry latency upon food presentation in three consecutive blocks of
fifteen trials. Error bars represent standard errors. Latencies from the first 45 food presentations
from each subject were divided in three blocks and averaged within each block.
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Figure 5. Mean key peck response rate per minute on probe trials as a function of elapsed trial
time in 1-s time bins over the last two PI sessions. The number on each plot represents the
identification of each pigeon.
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Figure 6. Group mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time for
timing signals embedded within the ITI. Mean key peck rate in 1-s time bins were averaged over
the two conditions of valence of the preceding CS (CS+ and CSO) separately for early and late
temporal locations of the timing signal within the ITI. Data are shown separately for the flashing
houselight CS+ group (left panel) and the steady houselight CS+ group (right panel).
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Figure 7. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials embedded 3 s into ITI following CS+ (Early-Post CS+).
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Figure 8. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials embedded 27 s into ITI following CS+ (Late post-CS+).
.
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Figure 9. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials embedded 3 s into ITI following CSO (Early post-CSO).
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Figure 10. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials embedded 27 s into ITI following CSO (Late post-CSO).
.
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Figure 11. Group mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time for
timing signals embedded within the CS. Mean key peck response rates in 1-s time bins were
averaged over CS valence (CS+ and CSO) and across CS+ type (Flashing Houselight CS+ group
and Steady Houselight CS+ group). The two functions that are shown with a solid line vs. a
dotted line represent the timing signals that were presented 3 s into CS (Early) vs. 27 s into CS
(Late), respectively.
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Figure 12. Group mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time for
timing signals embedded within CS. Mean key peck response rates in 1-s time bins were
averaged over the two temporal locations of timing signals within the CS for each of the two
conditions of CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO). The two functions on each panel that are shown with a
solid vs. a dotted line represent CS+ valence vs. CSO valence, respectively. The left and right
panels show the peak function for the flashing houselight CS+ group and the steady houselight
CS+ group, respectively.
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Figure 13. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials presented 3 s into CS+ (Early CS+).
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Figure 14. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials presented 27 s into CS+ (Late CS+).
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Figure 15. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials presented 3 s into CSO (Early CSO).
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Figure 16. Mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time in 1-s time
bins for probe trials presented 27 s into CSO (Late CSO).
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Figure 17. Group mean key peck response rate per minute as a function of elapsed trial time for
timing signals embedded within the flashing houselight. The mean key peck response rates in 1-s
time bins were averaged over the two temporal locations of timing signals within the flashing
houselight. Flashing houselight was trained as a CS+ for four of the pigeons and as a CSO for the
other four pigeons. The two functions that are shown with a solid line vs. a dotted line represent
the two groups of flashing houselight CS+ vs. flashing houselight CSO, respectively.
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Figure 18. Group mean (± SEM) indices of individual trials for timing signals embedded within
the flashing houselight: start time, stop time, middle time, spread, and high state rate. The
valence of the flashing houselight is a between-subjects factor (CS+ vs. CSO).* p < .05.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Raster plots for trials embedded within ITI. The plots in the next eight pages are raster
plots for probe trials that were embedded within the ITI. The abscissa for a raster plot represents
elapsed trial time for a single probe trial. The ordinate represents the trial number. The plot
shows the temporal placement of each response with a vertical tick mark on the time axis
(abscissa). In addition, the start and stop times for each probe trial are marked with asterisks. The
four separate plots on each page include individual trials for a single pigeon for each of the four
combinations of conditions based on the temporal location of the timing signal within the ITI
(Early vs. Late in ITI) and the valence of the CS that preceded the timing signal (CS+ vs. CSO).
The top left and right panels show the plots for the early CS+ and early CSO conditions,
respectively. The bottom left and bottom right panels show the plots for the late CS+ and late
CSO conditions, respectively. These plots also show start and stop times with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Note. Early ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Early ITI-CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into ITI preceded by CSO; Late ITI-CS+ = Timing signal presented
27 s into ITI preceded by CS+; Late ITI-CSO = Timing signal presented 27 s into ITI preceded
by CSO. Start and stop times are indicated with asterisks.
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Appendix B
Peak time. Table B1 shows peak time summary statistics for each temporal location of
the timing signal within the CS (Early vs. Late) and each CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) separately
for each CS+ type (Flashing CS+ group vs. Steady CS+ group). The table also shows the data
after averaging across CS+ type (last two columns) or across temporal locations (last two rows).
According to Table B1, when the peak times were averaged over the two temporal locations of
the timing signal within the CS (last two rows), the group mean peak time for CS+ valence was
greater than that of CSO valence. To assess the statistical significance of the effects of CS
valence and temporal location, peak time was subjected to a factorial ANOVA with repeatedmeasures factors of CS valence (CS+ or CSO) and temporal location (3 s or 27 s), as well as with
an independent-measures factor of CS+ type (flashing or steady). There was a significant main
effect of CS valence indicating that pigeons produced a peak time that was greater under the CS+
valence than the CSO valence, F (1, 6) = 10.93, MSE = 92.67, p = .016. No other significant
effects were found.
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Table B1
Group Mean Peak Time (M) and Standard Error (SEM) for Each CS Valence and Each Location
of Timing Signal Within CS for The Two Groups with Flashing and Steady Houselight as CS+
Group

Flashing CS+

Steady CS+

Early CS+
Early CSO

M (SEM)
38.0 (6.7)
45.5 (8.2)

M (SEM)
28.0 (12.0)
15.8 (2.6)

Combined
Flashing and
Steady CS+
M (SEM)
33.0 (6.6)
30.6 (6.9)

Late CS+
Late CSO

31.8 (9.7)
12.2 (3.6)

37.0 (8.0)
16.2 (3.0)

34.4 (5.9)
14.2 (2.3)

Combined Early and Late CS+
34.9 (7.2)
32.5 (2.1)
33.7 (3.5)
Combined Early and Late CSO
28.9 (2.3)
16.0 (2.7)
22.4 (2.9)
Note. The peak times for each of the four combinations of CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) and
temporal location of timing signals within CS (3 s vs. 27 s) are averaged over the two conditions
of temporal location (the last two rows) and across the two groups of CS+ type (the last column).

Individual trial analysis. The mean percentage of probe trials that showed a low-highlow pattern of responding (“good” trials) for each temporal location of the timing signal within
the CS (Early vs. Late) and each CS valence (CS+ vs. CSO) separately for each CS+ type
(Flashing CS+ group vs. Steady CS+ group) are listed in Table B2. To ascertain whether there
was a systematic difference between different experimental conditions with respect to the
number of good trials, the percentage of good trials was subjected to a mixed ANOVA with
repeated-measures factors of temporal location and CS valence, and with independent-measures
factor of CS+ type. The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of temporal location, F (1, 6)
= 9.39, MSE = 33.28, p = .022, as well as a significant temporal location × CS+ type interaction,
F (1, 6) = 6.52, MSE = 33.28, p = .043, and CS valence × CS+ type interaction, F (1, 6) = 15.06,
MSE = 484.66, p = .008. The significant effect of temporal location indicates that there was a
drop in the percentage of good trials from Condition Early to Condition Late. The significant
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temporal location × CS+ type interaction indicates that the drop in the percentage of good trials
from Condition Early to Condition Late was greater for the steady CS+ type than it was for the
flashing CS+ type. Two paired t tests confirmed that the drop in the percentage of good trials
from Condition Early to Condition Late was significant for the steady CS+ type group, t (3) =
3.22, SE = 3.56, p = .049, but not for the Flashing CS+ type group, t (3) = 0.52, SE = 1.99, p =
.638. The significant CS valence × CS+ type interaction indicates that while there was a drop in
the percentage of good trials from CSO valence to CS+ valence for the steady CS+ group, there
was an increase in the percentage of good trials from CSO to CS+ for the Flashing CS+ group.
Paired t tests showed that the drop in the percentage of good trials from CSO valence to CS+
valence was significant, t (3) = 6.99, SE = 4.62, p = .006, for the steady CS+ type group, but the
increase in the percentage of good trials from CSO valence to CS+ valence was not significant
for the flashing CS+ type group. Owing to the observation that experimental manipulation
resulted in differential number of good trials, data from individual trials were not analyzed.

Table B2
Group Mean Percentage (M), Minimum (MIN), and Maximum (MAX) of “Good” Trials for Each
CS Valence and Each Location of Timing Signal Within CS separately for Flashing and Steady
Houselight CS+ groups
Group
Flashing Houselight CS+
Steady Houselight CS+
Condition
M
MIN
MAX
M
MIN
MAX
ECS+
50
33
66
23
0
33
LCS+
54
33
92
13
8
17
ECSO
27
17
42
56
42
75
LCSO
21
8
33
44
33
50
Note. “Good” trials refer to those trials on which a pigeon showed a low, high, and low temporal
pattern of responding.ECS+ = Timing signal 3 s into CS+; LCS+ = Timing signal 27 s into CS+;
ECSO = Timing signal 3 s into CSO; LCSO = Timing signal 27 s into CSO
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Appendix C
Raster plots for trials embedded within flashing houselight. Raster plots for probe
trials embedded within the flashing houselight are presented in the next four pages. The first four
pigeons (1, 2, 4, and 5) had flashing houselight as CS+, and the second four pigeons (6, 7, 8, and
9) had flashing houselight as CSO. Individual trials for the early and late conditions are
presented on the left and right panels, respectively. Each page includes the raster plots for two
pigeons. These plots also show the start and stop times with asterisks.
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Note. Early CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into Flashing houselight CS+; Late CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into flashing houselight CS+. Start and stop times are indicated with
asterisks.
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Note. Early CS+ = Timing signal presented 3 s into Flashing houselight CS+; Late CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into flashing houselight CS+. Start and stop times are indicated with
asterisks.
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Note. Early CSO = Timing signal presented 3 s into Flashing houselight CSO; Late CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into flashing houselight CSO. Start and stop times are indicated
with asterisks.
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Note. Early CSO = Timing signal presented 3 s into Flashing houselight CSO; Late CSO =
Timing signal presented 3 s into flashing houselight CSO. Start and stop times are indicated
with asterisks.
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